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Abstract
William Morris was well versed in the history . literature. and materi al cul ture of
the European Mid dle Ages, and of the fourteenth century in particular; his med ievalism .
however, was not purely nostalg ic. In mark ed contrast to the prescripti ons of other
Victorian med ievali st reforme rs, Morris neve r sough t to bring back the social order of
feudal England, but to build upon the organic tradi tions of a popular art and of mutua l aid
which he felt the art and certain dem ocratic institution s of the Midd le Ages embodied.
His medievalism and socialism, far from bein g incongruous, were inseparable.
It was therefore only natural that Morris seized upon such medieval forms as the
poeti c dream-vision for his soc ialis t propaganda. His two mos t important works for the
socialist journal Commonweal, A Dream ofJohn Ball and News From Nowhere, show not
only a marked pre valenc e of mediev al and medievall y-in spired fonns of art and
archite cture , but are themselves an adapta tion (rather than an imitation) of a fourt eenth -
century literary form . Moreover, it can be shown by reference to a se lection o f dream-
poems, chie f among them the poetic visions of Chaucer and the anonymou s Pearl, that
the literary form Morris chose was itself no t dogmatic or prescripti ve . In keeping with
the nature of allegory, the dream- vision require s an act of interp retation on the part of the
reader that is analo gous to the act o f interp reti ng real dream s. Morri s adopted the dream-
vision's evoc ation ofan (earthly) real and a (hea venly) ideal in his utopian socialism and
in his art . His med ieval ism was an attempt to evoke both the best of the past and the
possib ilitie s of the future; his dream -vision s poin t toward an ideal socie ty while
acknowled ging the real eve ryday necessiti es of life , work, and indi vidual expression .
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ChapterOnc
William Morris and the Middle Ages
The litera ture of the Middle Ages compri sed an important pan of William
Morris ' s read in g from an early age - afte r all, his first published volume of poetry. The
Defence of Gue nevere and Other Poems (1858), consis ted almost entire ly of themes and
tales taken from Froissart and Malory - and the interest pe rsisted to the end of Morris ' s
life, when he wrote a series of long prose romanc es in the I 890s and pub lished the
Kelmscon Press edition of Cbaucer ' s works in 1896, the year of his death . It is
significant that eve n durin g the later 1880s, when his life was domina ted by his agitation
for socialist change, his interest in medi eval culture never flagged: J . Broce G lasier , for
example. fondl y recoun ts bow Morri s would occas ionall y at Sociali st League functions
"relate o ne or two ofthe old Norse legends" (38) . Morris ' s medie valism also colours
many of his socialist histo ry article s and fictional propaganda works for the Socialist
League organ Commonweal, includ ing "The Revolt of Gh en t" (se rializ ed from 7 July to
14 August 1888 ), " An Old Fable Retold" (18 September 1886) , and the two dream -
visions A Dream ofJohn Ball ( 13 Nove mber 1886 to 22 January 1887) and News From
Nowhere (I I January to 27 Sep tember 1890).
To see Morris' s medievali sm as existing apart from his social ism, as ear ly
scholan ofhis work such as J. W. Mackaildid, is misleading. Mo rris saw in the
Icelandic Alping, for examp le, a fonn of mutual aid and democracy that he felt could be a
parti al model fo r a communist society. In the fourtee nth-century European gu ilds Morris ,
like his Russian anarchist co ntempo rary Peter Kropctkin, perceived another nasce nt
model of m utual aid that would be nipped in the bud by the onset of early cap italism'
Moreover, Morris ' s interest in the: art oftbc: Midd le Ages was not only aesthetic, but
based on his conception ofcraftsmanship and of popular art, bothofwhicb be saw in
medieval art and literature . Ina Iener to the Pall Mall Gazette date:d November 17, 1883,
Morris himself commen ted on the congruity of his medievalism and his socialism:
my life for upwards of twenty years bas been one ofcombatagainst
competitive commerce on behalfo f popular art . It is this com bat w hich
has driven me into some know ledge of the methods of prod ucti on bo th of
the medieval and the works hop or 17th-1 8th century periods, and has
finally forced on me the convic tion that the fully-deve loped syste m of
competitive commerce must be fatal to art, and that the remedy for this
threat to civilization is not reaction, but the entire abolition of all class
supremacy. (Letters 3: 247)
Morris came to social ism through Ruskin rather than through Marx. and viewed
socialism. through the eyes ofan artist rather than those of an economist.
Morris 's understanding oflife in the Mid dle Ages wasnot restricted to an
intimacy with Gothic architecture or a scholar's know ledge of primary texts, although he
had that, too. Morris immersed himself in stud y of the concrete objects ofeveryday
med ieval life. and surro unde d himself with them ; as a resul t, he could wri te as a modern
writ er in an almost unstrain ed medieval idiom . The short story " An O ld Fab le Ret old,"
later print ed as "A King' s Less on" in one volum e with A Dream ofJohn Ball , is
significant for being the tim o f Morris's fictional medievalist propaganda piece s. The
anenuc e to detai l is one of the channs of the piece:
WeLI.l judge it was late spring or early summ er, and vines but j ust
beginning to sho w their grapes,for the vintage is late in those lands , and
som e of tbe grapesare not gathered till the first frosts have touched them.
whereby the wine made from them is the stronger and sweeter.
(Colluud Worts 16: 29 1)
When Morris writes about nature, he writes with a Romantic appreciation for its beauty,
but he also bas its usefulness in mind , and has a clear concepti on of the effect of the
natural world on everyday life and work. This short se ntence, merely a scene-setter, lays
ou t not only the tale ' s time af year, but practical information on medieval farmi ng and
wine -making in a mountain thorpe in Hungary , sens itivi ty to the signi ficance of the
seasons to the workin g vintner, and a fina1sensual apprec iation of the wine itse lf.
Morris ' s sensiti vity to the everyday spills over into his descrip tion on us characters : the
peasan ts, "m en and women, boys and young maidens, toil ing and swinking .. for the
frui t they should never eat, and the wine they should never drink" (291-2r and the lords
in their "vel vet cloaks .. . and mant les o f fine Flemi sh scarl et " (293).
The craftsman's knowledge of everyday household objects and clothe s stands
Morris in good stead in " A King's lesson," enabling him to add authent ic co lour to his
description of the medieval lord's "doublet of glorious Persian web of gold and silk, such
as men mak e not now, worth a hundred florins the Bremen ell." That glorious doublet is
made the occas ion for some merrim ent, and for a dose of hars h reality, when its wearer is
given the task of'vtc ing and froing up and down the hill wi th the biggest and the frailest
dung-basket that there was" (293). The acknow ledgement of the existenc e both of
excrement and hard work is typical of Morris, who loved above all to recognize in his art
the real as well as the beautiful.
Because of his immersi on in medieval handicraft and literature and beca use he
reco gni zes that the den izens of the Middle Ages were real human beings of flesh and
blood, Morri s 's medievalist writings have the ring of authen ticity. Always, however , his
work goes beyond its medieval inspirati on . While certain poem s in The Defence of
Guenevere and Other Poems , for example, have their origins in stories or even in asides
by Froissart or Malory, Morris is certain in his retelling to make those stories his own.
David Staines charts Morris 's use of Froissart and Malory in "Morris 's Treatment of his
Medieval Source s in The Defence ofGuenevere and Other Poems," remarki ng that "his
poetry is almost hyper-Froissart in that it forsak es the ramblin g move ment of the
chronicle history to focus intensely on particular moments which, though the y might have
happened in the world of Frci ssart, would never have been recorded by him" (462). Thus
a poem such as "The Eve of Crecy' is extrapolated from Fro issart 's work even though no
knight nam ed Lambert is mentioned in the chron icle (Staines 457), and the poem' s irony
relies upon the historical fact (presumably known to the reader) that the French are
doom ed to lose the following day's battle .
Morris 's making the medieval aesthetic his own is evident throughout his career,
not only in his poetry but also in his handicrafts and even in his particular brand of
socialism. Margaret F. Grennan uses the example of Morris and Company stained glass :
His thoughts. like his stain ed glass windows, were frankl y modern in
design ifmedieval in inspiration. He work ed in the tradition ofhis craft,
but it would be an insult 10 his historic imagina tion and his grasp of the
times to imagine him. eithe r in art or social phi losophy, 10 be co ntent with
a mere imi tation. (49)
For al l his use of med ieval themes and genres such as the dream-vi sion , the prose
romanc e. the morality play, and even o f medi eval techniques of dyeing and tapestry-
weaving, Morris 's primary aim was never to imitate the past. but always to work toward
an aesth etic which would reflect its own historical position, simultaneously drawing upon
the strengths of the past and hinting at the possibilities of the future . In his lecture on
" Westminster A bbey" (de livered in June of 1893) Morris says of medi cval artisans tha i
"they were working under the influence of tradi tion unbroken since the very flrst
beginnin gs of art on this planet; they were entire ly unable to feign themselves other than
they were , arti sts of their own day" (Collected Works'22: 414·15 ). Morri s ' s words are
simultaneously an argument for a popular art and a recogn ition of the indi viduality of
each artis t.
in his lecture "Th e Beauty of lifc" Morris calls for an org anic art of the people.
"'made by the peop le for the people as a joy for the maker and for the user, " and be saw a
clear mani festatio n of tha t organic and popular art in the art and lit erature of the Middle
Ages . Follo wing Ruskin, Morri s saw the aristocratic classicism consequent upon the
European Renaissance as an inorganic "break in the continuity of the golden chain" of a
popular art (Collec ted Works 22: 58); s ignifican tly for Morris's adopt ion o f Socialis m,
that break in the "golden chain " occurred simultaneo usly in history with the rise of
capi talism.. Morris did not intend his own medievally-influenced work to be an imitation
of the med ieval link in the golden chain.but to be a newly-forged link in its own righ t. If
Morri s often used medieval techni ques of dyein g in the making of his tapestries ,
medieval tales of chivalry as the inspiration for hi s prose romances, and the med ieval
fonn of the dream-vision for his socialis t propaganda, he was always certain to put his
own stam p upon the old tales and formulas; this is, in fact, in the very nature of Moms's
concept of an organic"art of the people."
A Dream ofJo hn Ball and News From Nowhen are certainl y dream-visions in the
medie val tradition, another attemp t on Morris 's part to give new life to an old form.? The
Cambridge Guide to Literature in English's entry on "dream -visions" briefly addresses
the survival of the med ieval dream -vision. statin g tha t afte r the sixteen th cen tury the
genr e "d id not then vanish, but later dream-vision s, like William Morri s 's News From
Nowher e, are usually the resu lt of deliberate medievalizing" (274). The notio n of
"del iberate medievaliz in/f' here is obscure: the writ er may refer to a desire: on Morris 's
part to adapt a medieval genre: for a modem purpo se. to some supposed nostalgi a on his
part fortbe medieval era.or to the essenti ally medieval aestheti c of News From
Nowhere. The first is a val id interpretation of Morris' s med ievalism in light c f his prior
use, not only of medieval literary techniques such as the framing fiction of The Earthly
Parad ise, but of medieval techniques of dyeing and weaving in his handicraft. The
second is a misint erp retatio n of the place of the Middle Ages in Morris 's theories, since
Morri s never longed foe a return to the hierarchi es of feudal ism, or even for the
responsibility that the lord ideally too k. for his vassals (an importan t aspect of the social
medievalism o f Mo rris 's mentors Thomas Carlyle and John Ruskin) , but only for the
organic "art ofthe people " thaI the era signifi ed for him. Nowhere 's medievally-Inspired
fashions, architecture, and even language seem to lend credence to me third
interpretation, but even herea particul ar aesthetic medievalism is hard to pin down, since
Moms insisted that an organic tradi tion of art must be the particular prod uct ofits own
times . For every bridge that the narra to r "migh t have dreamed of ... but never seen ...
out of an illum ina ted man uscript" (News From Nowhere 8) there is a grea t hal l tha t
"see med to me to em brace the best qual ities of the Gothic of northern Europe with those
of the Saracenic and Byzantine, though there was no copying of any one of these styles"
(24). The "delibe rate medievalizing' o f News From Nowhe re derives not from any desire
to bring back. the Middle Ages. but from its author's intent ion of bringi ng the medieval
spirit ofart and artisanship forward into an organic art of lhe people .
The dream-vision genre that Morris adopted for his nlo'O sociali st wo rks reached
its peak ofpopularity in the fourteenth century, Morris ' s favourite med ieval era.
Following upon the heels of the premier poe m of'the genre , Gui llaume de Lorris and Jean
de Meun ' s thirteenth-century Romance oftbe Rose , the genre sp read rapidl y from France,
where such writers as Guillaume de Mechau r and Jean de Froissart wrote dream-visions,
to England, to be ado pted by Geoffrey Chaucer, Will iam Langland, Jo hn Lydgate , and
King James I of Scotl and, amo ng others . The genre was quickly ada pted to numerous
didactic purposes: whil e the Roman ce a/the Rose was a love-vision, and man y English
writers also mote love-visions (of whic h Chaucer ' s Parliamenl a/Fowls, writt en in the
early 13805, is j ust one example), the anonymous late fourteenth-century Pearl is a vis ion
ofdle next world and ofthe New Jerusalem as described in Reve lations. and langland' s
V'uton of Piers Plowman (ca. 1367-86) and its antecedent the ano nymous Winner and
Waster (1352-3) deal larg ely with soci al issues .
In the con ventional poenc dream- vision the narra tor, wrestling with a particular
question., goes to sleep, bas a dream in which he enco unters a guide and an authoritative
figure or figures who lead him through an sequence of events in a fantastic landscape
(usual ly a garden) and ex plain to him the answ er to Ills question . The framing fiction o f
the dream may be ope n-ended (either intentionall y amb iguous , like The House ofFam e,
or fragmentary, as the unfini shed Winner and Waster is) or, more ofte n, closed by the
dreamer's awakening and a desc ription of Ills reaction to the dream. Significantly, the
narrat or is rarely com pletely satis fied with his dream , and o ften rem ains wholly
mystified. The finaJmeaning of the visio n is left to the reader to interpret.
The dream- vision ' s usefulness for didactic purposes accounts in large pan for its
appeal amon g fourteenth-century poets. The people of the Middle Ages were
accustomed to finding significance in their dreams, and an elaborate system of dream -
theory had developed around such ear ly wo rks as Macrobius's co mmentary on Cicero's
Sommu m Scipio nis (ca. 4 10). Moreover , the fantastic events and chara cters of dreams
were partic ularl y co ngenial to the creation of allegory, a fonn whic h relies, like the act of
reading dreams, upon the viewer 's interpretation. Al legory is open-ended; it requires
activ ity on the part of the read er . The necessity of the reader' s invo lvemen t is
co mpo unded by the dream- visio n's conven tional narra tor, who is nerve and cons istently
fails to see into the deeper meaning of the events in which he takes part. The naivete of
the narrator sets up what Stephen J. Russe ll calls "the interpretive superio rity of readers
to dreamer in the dream vision" (25), which is itselfinstnuncotal to the reader' s
involvement in extrapolatin g meaning from the allegory.
To frame one 's didactic lesson in the fonn ora "dream" is at once to give it thc
immediacy ofpcrsonai experience and to place it in the nebulous realm offantasy, a state
of affairs that is comp licated slightly by the reade r's suspicion that the dream portrayed in
the poem may not have truly occurred at al l, but is a fiction created by the author. A. C.
Spearing remarks that
Insofar as the dream is a vision, a somntum coeleste, it claims to convey
absolute truth, wunodified by the personal consciousness of the visionary;
insofar as it is a psychological product, a somnium animaie, it must
inevitably reflect the relativism of the dreamer 's point of view...
[FJowteenth century dream -poems show a strong tendency to develop
confl icts betweenabsolutist and relativist conceptio ns of reality.
(Medieval Dream Poetry 72)
The dreamer, al though aspiring to abso lute tru th, even to paradise itself, is bound by his
human nature to the corporeal world, or earth. Kathryn Lync h, in her study of the
fourteen th-century dream-vision, interprets the dream-visio n as a liminal phenomenon,
"an experience that happens to a man when he is between stab le physical states - neither
of the body nor remo ved from it" (49). Elsewhere, however, she speaks of the
relationship betw een flesh and spirit in the dream-vision as an interpenetration (16),
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which see ms to me more apt. In Pear l. for exam ple. the drcamscape seems to be a place
between hea ven and earth, partaking of both. Although the dreamer in Pearl cannot
reach heaven from the:garden. the poem's final image is cfthe sacrament ("Krystc:3 den:
blessyn g ... in pe(anne of bred and wyn, " lines 1208-9), symbol of tile interpenetra tion
of the real and the ideal . In Morris' s terms, the earthly parad ise is j ust this : it panakes of
the ideal, all the whi le remainin g rooted in the real.
Although on the surface News From Nowhere follows the same patterns of sleep,
journey, and waking that are found in Pearl or the poems of Chaucer, with guides .
autho ritative figures. and a beautiful dreamsc ape, Morris puts his own pec uliar stamp on
the genre no less than Chauce r does . Morris 's dream-visions are turned to the didactic
purpose of sociali st propaganda. and they seek to invoke the ac hievement, in the past and
in the hoped -for future. of his ideal of a popular art. Moreover, to mold the medieval
convention to his own ends was, as he saw it, entirely within the tradition of the
convention itse lf. A. Dream ofJohn Ball is the product of its autho r's des ire to portray the
place of mutual aid and "fellowship.. in lhe Middle Ages and to discuss the
"enco uragement and warning" that histo ry holds for the socialist ; News From Nowhe re
holds out the promise that an organi c traditio n of art will be able to arise under socialism
while hinting that histo ry wi ll not end but will also be organic ; and the secular , re ligious,
and po litical dream -visions of the fourt eenth century pointe d beyond themse lves in a
similar manner toward thei r own ideals.
Morris 's soc ialism , like his medievalism, loo ks forwar d; it is preoccup ied with the
past not on ly for its own sake, but also and especial ly for the sake of the future . The
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twenti eth-ce erury Marxist thinker who comes closest to Morris' s thought is Ernst Bloch.
for who m hope is a sustaining principle. who se atti tude to ward utopia is as o pen -ended as
Morri s ' s, and who ackno wledges . as Marx and Engels fail to do, the importance of
creative express ion in society. lltrougbout Morri s 's lectures on an and soc iali sm and
throughout A Dr~am ofJoh n Ba1/and News From Nowh~re echo what Morris
charact erizes as "the heroic struggl es of the past to real ize hope from year to year " lThe
Aims ofArC 60 1). Morri s 's repctition of the theme of hopcful striving toward chan ge
foreshadows Bloch ' s similar treatment of utopia and wish-fulfillment in The Prin ciple of
Hope . In News From Nowhere Morris' s co ncern is with "the future of the fully-
developed new socie ty" (3) and Ellen and Hammond make it clear in tha t work that
history. far from havin g ended with the estab lishment of communism, will con tinue to
progress, for good or for ill. Bloch. 100, recogni zes the non-static nature of an y future
soc iety ; behind his pronouncem ent "Thinkin g means venturing beyond" (Hope 4 ) lies the
same insistence upoo the individual 's invol vem ent tha t the allegorical dream-vision
required of its reader and that Morris' s Nowhere requires of its citizens, each of whom
has a voice in the affairs of the community . In this view any individual 's con tribution,
even a dissentin g one, serves to strengthen the who le soc iety.
Lawrence Lutchmans ingh recognizes the similarities of Bloch 's and Morri s ' s
thought (22), although he finds some differences in their approach to history :
Where Bloch locates the princ iple of disjun ction between mank ind ' s
incomp lete present and its future fulfil lment , Morris finds it alre ady
evident in those times and places in which the workers seize the
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opportunity off"reedo m and registe r in the ir production a co ndi tio n of
humanity in advance ofthe general historical condition. (24)
lbis is an intriguing interpretation of Morris' s Marxism. and is borne out by those of
Morris ' s articl es on soci al ist history whic h find a fonn of earl y soc ialism in the guilds o f
the fourteenth century, o f whicb his "1be Revo lt of'Gbent" is just one instance.
Signifi cantly, however. even if Morris is correct in his interpretation of such hist orical
tre nds as the rise of the guil ds., they are only / arms ofearly socialism, rath er than
precursors of a static "general histori cal cond ition ." Moreover. while it is tru e th at Bloch
doe s not see the past in precisely the same mann er as Morris does, Lutchmansin gh may
be ov erstating Bloch's commitment to " a radical " ovum " {Lutchmans ingh 23) . After al l,
Bloc h points out that "real venturing beyond .. . grasp s the New as something that is
medi ated in what exists and is in mo tion" (Hope 4), and his The Principle ofHope and
The Utopian Function of Art and Literature inc lude long catal ogues of pas t arti stic
manifestations of utopian hope .
Like Morri s, Bloch recognizes that 00 matt er how an art may use past styl es, it
will always refl ect its own historical moment, In a chapt er of Th~ Utop ian Func tio n of
Art and Literature entitled "An and Socie ty" be writes that
unproductive groups comprehend the pas t only as clinging to the past and
know ledge only as a reco llectio n of humankind abou t tha t w hic h they
were. A significan t archi tect, Gottfrie d Semper, realized mor e than a
century ago quite correc tly tha t s tyl e is the hann ony of th e appearance ofa
work ofart with its historical ori gin s. However, it was exactly be cause
"Semper lived in the time ofcaricature, the time cf hisrorical masque rades,
tha t he drew the wrong conclusion from his observations. whi ch were
nearly faultless . Thus, he actually prevented me kind of prod ucti vity he:
was disc ussing by asserting that the previous history of architecture had
alread y provided the essence ofall buildin gs .. .. Thus , lhe arc hitect
became the actor ofhisto£)'. that is, of its so-cal led treasure offanns, its
' eternal patte rns." (45)
Thi s passag e and the tit le o f the chapter from which it is drawn are uncannily reminiscent
of Morris 's own thinking on art and history. For Morri s, a popular art wo uld draw upon
the best am of the past for inspiration, but it would be organic. the natural outgrowth of
its own historical time and reflecti ng the aspirations of its designer: each link in the
"go lden chain" is a unique one. An artisan himse lf, Morri s sought to reali ze a popular art
in his own handicraft and to portray it in his fictional News FroMNowhere.~
The failing Bloch iden tifies in Semper 's theory - that Semper did not call for a
new , living art, but rather for a stale academic one - is similar to the criticisms that .
Morris levelled against the nineteenth-century Gothic Revi val and co ntempo rary restorers
of medieval architecture . His foundation of the Society For Tbe Protection of Anc ient
Build ings (the S.P.A.B., or " Anti-Scrape," as it was affectio nately called) is a metaphor
for his attitude toward the art of the past. In his addresses to thcannual meetings of the
S.P.A.B. in 1879, 1884 , and 1889 ( Artist, Writer. Socialis t I: 119-157) Morri s re iterates
his co nviction that an ancient building
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cannot be reprod uced at the prese nt day . ... Wak e up Theod eric the Goth
from his sleep of centuri es, and place:him on the throne ofItaly; nun our
mod em House of Commons into the Witenagemote: (or meeting of the
wise men) of King Alfred the Grea t; no less a feat is the restoration ofan
ancient buildin g. (127-8)
Whatever reaso ns his fellow members of Anti-Scrape had.for wan ting to protect the
vene rable remnan ts of English archi tecture from the hands o f res torers such as Gilbert
Scott, this was Morris ' s: that the mode m "restorer" was too m uch a part ofbis own time
to becapable of "restoring" so much as a medieval bam .
Not only is academic wisdom fallible and therefore likely to introduce
anachr onism into the "restored" building but, Morris says, "no man, and no body of men.
however learn ed they may bein ancient art .. . can pers uade . or bribe, or force our
workmen ofto-day to do their work in the sam e way as the workm en of Kin g Edward I
did theirs" ( l2 8). The disparity betwee n the historical situations of the thirt eenth-century
worker and his nineteenth-century co unterpart entails a radical differenc e in the manner
in whi ch they approach their work. Morris argues that the histori cal situatio n of me
thirteen th-century stonec uner with regard to his work is far more cond ucive to the
creation of art than tha t o f the nineteenth-century factory worker . The one works dail y on
various tasks in the crea tion of art ; the other toils at the same job day in and day out.,
without variety and with out the freedom to contribu te and innovate any detail of his
produ ct. To the increas ing emphasis o n the division of labour whi ch would soon
"culminate in the assemb ly lines of the Ford Motor Com pany, Morris opposed an
intcgra tion of labo ur such as he believed had created the Gothic ca thedrals of Europe.
Becau se Morris is so ins istent o n the neces sity of an org anic art and on the
impossibility of the rc:rurnofancient art and archit ecture . it is diffi cu lt at first to accept
his own use of med ieval forms in an and litera ture . Morris and Com pany's Grail
tapestries and stained glass windo ws and Morris ' s prose romances and poems from
Froissart seem to bel ie his pronouncem en ts on the resurrection ofold art forms . It: as
Bloch says. "Thinking means venturing beyo nd." a nineteenth-century dream -vision is
anachro nism plain and simple. However . neith er Monis nor Bloch de nies the influence
of the past on present artistic striv ing . Morri s ' s lecture on "Gothic Architccture" s sets
forth his opinion on an organic art 's re lationship with the past :
the style of architecture wi ll have to be historic in the true sense ; it will not
be able to dispense with tradi tion ; ... yet whatever the form of it may be,
the spirit of it will besym path y with the needs and as p irations o f its OYm
time, not simulat ion of needs and aspirations passed away. Th us it will
remember the hi story of the past , make history in the present, and teach
history in the future . As to the form of it, I see noth ing for it but that the
form, as well as the spirit, must be Gothic; an organi c style cannot spring
out o f an eclecti c one, but only from an organic one . In the future ,
therefore, our sty le of architecture must be Gothic Architecture. (Arlis t,
Writer, Socialist I: 285)
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That the IJ'UC: organic sty le of a future society must necessarily be Go thi c is de ba table:,
altho ugh Morri s argues at length in this lecture: for its sui tabi lity to the English clim ate
and temperament. It is the popular art 's relationship with the past, however, to which he
draws his hearers' atten tion in thi s passage. Morris again deni es that a truly organic sty le
can be a "s imulation" of anc ient forms, but he notes also tha t it "wi ll not be able to
dispense with tradition:' It will rise:from the older style as naturall y as carve n acanthus
lea ves from the ca pital of a column in Rheims cathedral.
In !lis usc oftb e dream-vision, Morri s was not a ttem pting a s imulation o r
res urrection of a medi eval art form, any more than he was imitating fourteenth-century
Flemish weaving in his Grai l tapes tries or Mal ory in his prose romanc es . In each ofthesc
areas, as with Go thic architecture , Mo rris saw within the organic medi eval tradition the
seeds of a new pop ular art. The "spirit" of Go thic arc hitecture is, for Morri s, the art o f
the people, and its "fo rm " the natural manifesta tion of that spirit at any stage of the
golden chain of the organic trad it ion. Thi s is not entirely a " mythological" view of
Morri s' s theories , alth ou gh some scholars have made a case for such an inte rpre:tation.6
but is rooted in Mo rris's view o f freeartisti c creation. R. Fumeaux Jordan note s
pe rce ptive ly tha t
If Ruskin was the first to see that link between art and labour. th en Morris
was the first to see tha t it meant po litics ; to see that that link between art
and labour wasneither more:nor less than a link between the dre am wo rtds
ofthe ima gin ation on the one hand, and the hard facts of po lit ical
eco nomy on the other . Morri s was himself the consummation of the
marriage between Romanticism and Radical ism. (24)
For Morri s, the sp irit ora popul ar art ex pressed itse lf in those tim es when the
worker was as free as possible to create; that spirit wouJdthus be most fully developed in
a comm unist soc iety, attai ning to new and ever-varied forms. To Morri s, al l this was
inherent in the medieval literary tradition itsel f; Morris 's concern with the poss ibilities of
life as they had been and as they might one da y bein more crea tive epochs is a natural
outgrowth of Morris's imm ersion in the art and literature ofthe Middle Ages and oCthe
dream- vision ' s concern wi th the real and the ideaL 1he tangib le relic s of the past. the
hopeful strife afthe presen t. and the possibilities of the future combine in Morri s ' s
dream-visions, which are no more imitations o f Chaucer than his soci alism is an imitation
of Marx .
Moms even attempted to find co ntinuity between thesetwo exam ples of early
socialism. In his address to the Society For The Protectio n OfAncient Buildings. I July
1884, be says that "the gui lds ' " did not spring from ecc lesiasticism, nay, in all
proba bility, [they] had their roots in that part of the European race w hich had not known
o f Rom e and her institu tions in the days of her te mporal dominion" (William Morris:
Ar tist, Writer, Socialist I : 131). Com pare Kropotkin' s obituary trib ute to Morris, in
which he writes that
Two tendencies suuggle in present soci ety . On the one side, the tradition
of the centralised State of Imperial Rome and of the Churc h. built up on
the same plan - the tradition of slavery, submission, oppression, mi litary
and canoni c d iscipline; and, on the othe r side, the tradi tion of the masses
who endeavoured to build up their society outs ide the State.
According to Kropotkin, " Mo rris entirely and unre served ly belonged to this seco nd
trad ition" (400 ).
Tbi s passage foreshado ws the one in News From Nowhere in which Guest makes
"a mental note to ask Dick how they manag ed to make fine wine when there were no
long er labourers compelled to drink rot-gut instead of the fine wine which they
themselves made" (38 ).
Stephen J. Russell is of the opinion that "the fonn [of the dream-vis ion]
esse ntially disappears in the antiquarian voice of Edmun d Spense r. to subsist marginally
in the Renaissance and beyond as the bankrup t vehicle of ecstatics, mystics, and politi cal
activi sts" (The English Drea m-Vision 19). Morri s, on the other hand , would argue that
no exampl e ofan org anic an form can be regarded as " bankru pt" unless it be imitated in
an academic manner - that is. without anythin g c f the author ' s o r artist's own
imagination and his torically-situated co nsciousness in it.
Bloch , no craftsman but a philosopher, casts about for a so lutio n to the inorgani c
an of our time :
the plain rectangulars seem. as they are polished. to vanish already , glazed
bricks meditate . attractive vistas might appear at some point, factory wares
are decked with flowers. But all this rarely happens anymore .. . Indeed , it
remain s questionable whethe r artistic commercial thin gs, individuall y
decorated and luxurious, co uld ever again be created around us.
(Utopian Function o[ Art and Literature 81)
Morris , with the creative energy of the artisan and the zealof the activist, threw himself
into precisel y this arena.
Since by architecture Morris characteristically means not only the shell of a
bui lding, but its furnitur e and ornam ent as well, we may ex pand his exam ple here to
include art and litera ture as well.
Carole Sil ver . for examp le. writes tha t "the dream -vision functions to bring
together past, presen t, and future . and thus to create myth out of history " (Romance 125).
Chapter Two
The Didactic Nature of the Fourteenth-Century Dream-Vi sion
From The Defence ofGuenevere to the Kelmsccn Chaucer, Morris' s favourite era
of the Middle Ages was the fourteenth century, and his favourite writers of mat era were
Jean de Froissart and Geoffrey Chaucer , both of whom wrote dream-visions. Froissart
was the author of the Paradys d'Amours and Chaucer of The Book of the Duchess , The
House ofFame. The Parliament of Fowls, The Legend ofGood Women , and a partial
translation of The Romance ofthe Rose . Chauce r in particular was Morris ' s "Master," as
Morris himself said in the envoi at the end of The Earthly Paradise (444 ). a long poem
which uses a framework of storytelling not unlike Chaucer ' s own in the Ca nterbury
Tales.
That Chaucer and Froissart wrote dream-visions does not establish them as being
remarkable for their age. Stephen Russell claims rather extravagantly that the dream-
vision was "the undisputed poetic fashion in France and later in England durin g the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries" (16). Certainly a large amount of dream-poetry was
written in those countries during that period, beginning in the early thirteenth century
with Guillaume de Lorrie's Roman de la Rose , an allegorical anatomy of courtly love
which was extended later in the century by Jean de Meun. The courtly love-vision
remained popular among English writers - Chaucer's Parliament ofFowls is one such
poem - but the poetic vision form rapidly extended itself to other concerns as well. The
anonymous West Midland Pearl. for example . is a religious vision of the soul after death
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which also deals with the survivor ' s coming to terms with mourning; the anonymous
Winner and Waster consid ers the social and econ omic difference s betw een the old
nobili ty and yeomanry and the rising merchant class and priesthood ; and William
Langland's Vision of Piers Plowman considers both moral and secular questions as it
moves through dreaming to waking and back to dreami ng again. ' In addition to its
entertai runent value , each of these dream-visions has a didactic purpo se. whether it be
reli gious or secular, moral or socio -economic. These poets are not "dre ame rs" in the
sense of writing for the purpose ofescapi sm . and neither is William Morris, wh o has
been accused on occasion of being an writer of lulling fantas ies.
Wha t, then , is the appeal of the dream-vision form to medieval wri ters such as
Chau cer , and even to later writers such as Bunyan and Morri s? The answer may lie in its
usefulne ss for didactic purpo ses . Peter Bro wn poin ts out that
As a rhetorical device [the dream] has nwnerous advan tages. It
intrigues and engages the interes t of an audience by appealing to a
common experience and by inviting its members to beco me analysts or
interpreters. It allows for the introduction of disparat e and ap pare ntly
incongruous material . It encourages and facil itates the use of
memorabl e images. It permitsthe author to disavow responsib ility for
what follows .... It offers a point of entry into a repre sentati onal mod e
(so metimes allegorical) which is less restric tive than, say , the
co nventions of realist narrative. (25)
Th e non -restrictive nature of tha t representati onal mode makes the drearn -visicn an ideal
vehicle for a didacti c core whi ch deals with such intangible concepts as life after death
(Pearl) , conj ecture as to the significance of the peasants' revol ts oflhe Midd le Ages to
the socialist moveme nts of the nineteenth ce ntury (A Dream 0/John Ball), or the
appearance of a future socialist soc iety (News From Nowhere) . The link to al lego ry is
also clear when one consi ders the very abstractarnl intan gible nature of these concepts,
for the dream-vision points to ward an ideal (o f behavior, of soc iety, and so forth) , help ing
the reader to come to a grea ter und erstanding of an elusive co nce pt.
Th e dream- vision allo ws the poet to portra y fantastic se tt ings and occurrences
without being accused of leading the reader into beli ef in their obje cti ve reality other than
as a marker pointing toward an ideal. Converse ly, the poet 's con ventional asserti on of
the dream as havin g actual ly co me to him lends the air ofa testimony to the poem. The
English dream-poets use the verb "merten" to signifY "to dream," and there is at least one
instance in which Chaucer uses it ambiguously, evoking both its senseof "to dream " and
"to meet or to find:"
I hope , iwis, to cede so, somday,
That I shal l mete some thyng for to fare
The bet, and th us to cedeI nyl nat spare .
(Parlia menlofFowls,lines 6924).
The amb iguity of dreaming - tha t the dream presents wha t is see n but not real ized -
serve s to keep the visionary genre non-restrictive as far as the imag inative facult ies of th e
poet go. Th e amb iguity of dreaming also keeps the didactic inten tio n of the poe t from
overwhelming the read er . who therefore bas more freedom of interpre tation than, say, the
hearer of a sermon .
There are, of course. numerous dream -reports before the fourtee nth century.
A. C. Spearing cites. amo ng others. the dreams of Pharaoh, Joseph. and Nebuchadnezzar
in the Bible (Medieval Dream -Poetry 12), Bede's seventh-century account in the
Ecclesiastical History of Drycthelm 's dream (IS), and Alanus de Insulis 's De Planctu
Naturae ofthe twelfth ce ntury (20) . Steven Kruger characterizes the extant medieval
material on dreams as "erudite works of theory , usual ly in Latin; vernacular
popularizations of the theoretical material ; and keys to vario us system s of dream
interpr etati on." Significantly, however, Kruge r notes that the poetic dream-vision
co nstitutes a "separate, extremely popular , literary genre " (4, my emphas is) and that
" literary dep ictions of dr eams , even when directly invoking theoretical material [as , for
example, Chaucer does when he considers the bewildering array of clas sificati ons of
dreams at the beginning of The House ofFame], also depend on literary traditio ns and
' real -life ' experience " (5) . Although medieval dream-theory provides some context for
the fourteenth-century dream-vision, it does not provide a context for the nineteenth-
century dream-visions which are the focus of my last two chapte rs. Inso far as the literary
trad itions of the Middle Ages which are the main focus of this projec t are influ enced by
medieval dream-theory, one impo rtant examp le - that of Macrobius - will suffic e to
pro vide that contex t.
Perhaps the most important late-classical sourc e for medieval dream-theory is
Macrobius 's commentary on Cicero's Somnium &ipionis, wrirten at the close of the
"fowth century. The $o mnium Scipionis itsel f bas paral lels in certain aspects cf'the later
poetic dream-vision; Kathryn Lynch enumerates among them "the dum bfounded
dream er, the ambition to present an encyclopedic or comprehensive survey a Cknowled ge.
and most centrally the concern wi th esta blishing in the dreamer a proper understanding of
the relationship between his co rporeal and spiritual natures" (52). Macrobius 's
comm entary on Cicero's poem provided a framework for a taxono my ofdreams that was
to become very im portant to medieval dream-theory. In the third chapter o f the
Commentary Macrobius speaks cffive different types of dreams, arran ged in a hierarchy
according to their proph etic sign ificance. The two types that for Mac robiu s are "not
worth interpretin g since they have no proph etic significance" (88), are the visum, or
apparition which occurs between sleep and wakefulness , and the insomnium, or
nightmare, neither of which applies to the later dream-vis ion convention since it relies
upon the reader' s recognizing that it is signi fican t and therefore wo rth reading . It is
ironic that these . po ssi bly the most common type of "real" dreams, play no central role in
the fourteenth-century dream-vision, a fact which hints that perhapsa psychological
inq uiry into"real dreaming" is not the dream-vision ' s primary ccncem.
Macrobi us' s next three categories are, in ascendin g hierarchical importance, the
somniu m, or enigma tic dream , "o ne that conceals with strange shapes and veil s with
am biguity the true meanin g of the information being offered , and requires an
interpretation for its understanding," the visio, or prophetic vision, whi ch presages an
actual event, and the or ac ufum, or oracular dream, "in which a parent , or a pious or
revered man , or a priest, or eve n a god cle arly reveals what will or will no t trans pire, and
as
what action to take or to avoi d" (90 ). Ofpanicular interest to the study of the literary
dream-visi on are the somntum and orecid um, since they are so deep ly conc erned with
gaining insight into mo ral or spiri tual truths and with the "'reading." 01"scrutiny, of
dreams. They are the refore also closely connected with allegory, itse lf a key feature of
most if not al l medieval dream-vision poetry. Each of the dream-visions considered here
can be placed in the con text of Macro bius's taxono my. being eithe r a so mnium or
oracslum. Cha uce r' s dream-visions tend (0 be somnia sinc e, like allegory , they
encoura ge the reader ' s active inte rpretation of their messages, and do not del iver final
pronoun cements on proper be havio r. Pear l is distin ctly an or acufum, wherein the
narrato r receives a series oflessons from beyond the grave, delivered by his revered
pear l. Winner and Waster, in whi ch the struggl e betwee n two oppos ing forces (the
priesth ood and miserly merc han t cl ass , and the profl igate yeomanry and nobility) is
resolved by the stem words o f King Edward Ill , is also an oreculu m, eve n though the
reso lution is not strictly in favour of either side .
Certainly each author has a didactic purpose, but the dream-poem is also one
which requires anaet of interpretation on the part of the reader, as several recent critics
have pointed out (notably Davidoff 107). Such an act of interp retation is anal ogous to
the act ofoneirocriticism ; the reader of a literary dream takes on a role like tha t of the
interp reter o f a "real " dream. Spearing notes tha t,
as we ha ve teamed from Macrob ius, it was ex pected that some thing
could be learned fro m real dream s, an d hence from literary dream s:
advi ce or warnin gs about the future , or phil osop hical truths whi ch it
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would be important to know in wakin g life. This is a role which real
dreams have played in many cultures, and it was a common ro le for
medieval literary dreams. (Medi~[ Drram-P~try 18)
Thus the readerof Pearl is meant to be inspired to inquire. along certain lines hinted at by
the poem, into the religious significance ofthc loss ofa loved one and of the soul's
existence after death, the read er of The Porliame nl ofFowls and Romance olthe Rose
into the nature of love, and the reader ofthe anonymous winne r and Waster into a similar
critique of the economy o f getting and spending.
The reader' s active role in the interpretation of the literary dream-visio n is not
only like the role of tbc:interpreter ofa "real " dream; it also parallels the acti ve ro le nftbe
reader of an allegory . Gordo n Teskey remar ks that
Allegory differs from the related forms , parable and fable , by
inc ludin g in its narrative consp icuous direc tions for interp retatio n
(suc h as naming the serpent of Flaer ie] Q[tleene] I.i.18 ' Errc ur' },
Whereas in parab le:or fable we are offered a complete (and som etimes
surpris ing) interp retation when the story is over, in allegory we find
only the iconic rudiments of an interpreta tion we must build for
ourse lves. within certain constraints. as we proceed .
Teskey goes on to describe al legory as "a game designed by the writer and p layed by the
reader .. .. The reader is to be moral ly changed nOIjus t by see ing examples of admirabl e
conduct but by becoming engag ed. through the play of iruerpretatlon, in the theory of
virtue" (16). Al legory, parabl e, and fable, like the dream-vision (and like propaganda),
are esse ntial ly di dactic forms, and didacticism is at its most effec tive when the reader is
persuaded to work independently through the matter at hand. Contact with the reader can
be establis hed eithe r through illustra tion, as it is in parable and fable, or through
incitement to interp retative play, as it is in allegory and the dream -v ision. Morris 's " A
King's Lesson," a fable, offers an illustra tion of socialist themes in a medieva l setting,
while A Dream ofJoh n Ball and News From Nowhere , dream visions, invite the reader to
become invo lved in the process of interpreting the socialist lesson of the Middle Ages.
The poet, then, does not claim absolute authority , although his vision is laid out
for his readers to conside r; the onus is upon the readers themse lves to extract meaning
from the literary dream-vision. The matter of the poet's authority is central to several
fourteenth-century dream-visions. Amo ng such visions is The House ofFame, of which
Spearing says tha t
the use of the dream-framework is frequently to evade the whole
questio n of belief or disb elief . What the dream -poet implicitly says is
not, ' Th is is true - I know, because I dreamed it - and therefore you
must believe it.' It is, ' I truly dreamed it; but there can be no
guaran tee that a dream correspo nds to the truth . You had better give it
whateve r credence you usually give to dreams.' (75)
In a sense , then, dream-visions are all somnia: 2 they are enigma tic and invite our
interpretation. Dream-visions set up what Macrobius , after Virgil and Porphyry, refers to
as a "ve il" (92). Although Macro bius characteristically follows Virgil in claiming that
the veil can be tom away (tha t is, that there can be a definitive interpretation of a dream),
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he never suggests that the truth will be known durin g the dream by the dreamer. The
fourteenth -century dream -vis ion, with its array of misapprehending narrators . is
prefigured here; as Spearing comments, "discussions of the fundam ental iss ue of the
relationship between dream and truth come to fonn a regular part of the medieval English
dream-poe m" (73-4).
Whatever the author or reader may comprehend ofthe significance afthe dream
(or the dream er comprehe nd in hindsight), the dreamer is ce rtainly nerve when within the
boundari es of the dream . Mac robius ' s quotation from Porphyry states that "the soul,
when it is partiall y disengaged from bodily functions during sleep, at times gaze s and at
times peers intently at the truth, but does not apprehend it" (92). Hence the array o f
blundering comments on the part of narrato rs in the dream- vis ion traditi on , fro m those of
the "joyle3 jeuelere" (''joyless jeweter,'' line 252) in Pearl and of Geffrey in The House
ofFame to William Guest' s in News From Nowhere, all of which serve to und ermin e the
"a uthority" of the narrat or, and to set up a situation in which the reader is mean t to
determine the true significance of the dream .
The didacticism of the med ieval dream-vision, then, is not framed in its preaching
a sermon ; instead , it points out a directi on along which the reader can proce ed in
interpretation. But is the dream-vision geared solely toward conveying a polit ical ,
religious , or moral message, toward the author 's establishment of "the iconi c rudim ents
ofan interpretation" and toward the reader ' s interpretativ e play? Kruger does claim that
the literary dream-vision depended on the real experience of dreaming as well as on the
literary mod els of other dream poetry . Certainly the literary dream-vis ions foll ow the
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sam e disjointed and often fragmentary path that real -life dream s do . In Pearl , for
ex ample, the narrator describes how he "hoped pewater were a deuyse I Bytw ene
myrlJe3 by mereg made" (" I guessed the water to be a divider I separating pool- side
joys: ' lines 139-14 0). In dreams a dreame r does often irratio nally recognize the
existe nce of unseen objec ts or barrie rs, and a dream er may, like the jeweler . reac h a point
where he or she cannot physicall y enter a place . Chaucer's House of Fame con tain s a
s imilar situation in lines 2002 -6 : Geffrey wishe s to enter the spinning Hous e of Rumour,
and the eagle tell s him that
but I bringe the therinn e,
Ne shal tow never koone gynne
To come in to hyt, out a f doute-
So faste hit whir leth, 10, aboute.
Twen tieth-century critics persis t in attempting to find in medie val dream -poe try
some insigh t into the na ture of lhe dream-state , as though that were the true impo rt of any
poetry dealing with dreams. It is interestin g to note, howev er, that an inqui ry into dream-
psychology never seems to be the stated aim of the poe ts themsel ves (as it never is
Morris' s in his social ist dream-visions). Indeed , the very intri cate allegori cal nature of
th e dream-poem s seems to argue for the dreams described in them being for the most part
meticulous crea tions of the imagination rather than spontaneous creat ions of the
subc onscious, for all the poe ts ' claim s that they trul y "mette" them. As Spearing says,
" such a delicat e structure could not have been created by a poet who was trul y in the
dr eam -state in whi ch he repre sents himself' (101 ). Of the dream-poets it is Cha uce r who
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com es closest to what we woul d recognize today as a psychological discussion of how
dreams come abou t and how peop le perceive them , in his prolego menon to The House of
Fame:
God tume us every dreme to goode!
For hyt is wonde r, be the Roode,
To my wytte , what causeth swevenes
Eyther on morwe s or on evenes ,
And why th 'effecte fo lweth of some.
And of some hit shat never come;
Why that is an avis ion
And why this a revelacion,
Why this a dreme, wh y tha t a swevene,
And noght to every man Iyche even -
Why this a fantome, why these oracles,
I not ... ( lines 2-12)
Chaucer here refers ironical ly to medieval dream-tax onomi es laid out by
Mac robius , Augustin e, and others, and claim s to be bewildered by them . But he is
willing enough to attempt a parti al list in the next few lines of the various causes of
dream s. For the most part Chaucer claims tha t dreams arise from the even ts of everyday
life having made an impre ssion on the dreamer (such as " Prison, stewe, or grete
distresse," line 26, or being "to curiouse I In studye,' lines 29. 30), a motif which , as we
shall see, appears stro ngly in dream-visions from Cicero to Morris. He then addre sses the
seco nd part of his quandary, namely "why th'effect folweth of some I And of some hit
shal never come," and his conjecture arises natural ly out ofthe question of the causes of
dreams. Perhaps, he muses, "the soule, of propre kynde, I Be so parfit as men fynde I
That yt forwote that ys to come" (lines 43-45) and sends the dreamer encouragement and
warning. In the end, however, Chaucer is forced to admi t - or, rather, seems pleased to
admi t - that he wiU have to leave the matter m the scholars, and wishes them luck ("Well
worth of this thyng grete clerkys,' line 53). It is a far cry from his translation of the
Romance ofthe Rose, which proclaims that "Whoso saith or weneth it be I A iape, or els
nice te, I To wene that dremes after fal, l Lene whoso lyste a fole me cal'" (lines 11-14),
and is indicati ve of how indepe ndent Chaucer had become from purely imitative models
of the continental dream-vision.
For aUhis conjectures about the causes of dreams, Chauc er 's main concern in the
pro legomenon to The House ofFame is with the significance of dream s, and whethe r
they really mean anything, either as prophecies or as enigmatic visions. Once again the
questi on ofthe relationship betwee n dream and truth is, as Spearing recognizes (74), an
importan t one for the medieval dream-poets . The key to locating truth in medieval
literary dreams lies in the reader' s relationship with the dream-vision, which, like the
reader's in Teskey's model ofallegory, is essential ly an active one. The process of
readin g begins with what is (the poem), works through it, and ventures beyond it to find a
lesson that is peculiar to eac h reader , although shaped by the boundaries of the poem.
Because the boundaries are set by the poem itself(as Tesk ey says , the allegory includes
"conspicuous directions ," such as naming one of its charact ers " Fame" or "Nature "), it
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precludes the exerci se on the poem of an uncontrolled subjectivity and ensures tha t the
lesson found will sti ll fit the:general alleg orical purpose.
The fourteenth-century dream-vision, for the most part. follows a pattern that is
sha ped to a certain exten t by the real experi ence ofdreaming. Th e events of Chaucer's
Par /iwrrerrtof Fowls epitomize the main points a fthc dream-vision. a pattern whic h
moves from the everyda y wo rld, to sleep , to the dreamscape, to awakening. The poe m
begins by settin g the sce ne : in The Parliament ofFowls the narrat or is readin g a boo k,
appropriately enough " 'T ullius [Cicero] : of the Drem e ofCipioun ' " (line 31), which he
proceeds [0 sununarize for his readers ' benefi t. Man y othe r dream-visions are even more
specific in their scene -settin g, evoking the season (often May , as in the Romance ofthe
Rose, The Book a/the Duchess, and the Prologue to the Legend ofGood Women) or eve n
the precise date (The House a/Fame's is, famously, the "ten the day. now, of'Decembre,"
line 63).
Dark:fal ls as he is readin g, so be can read no more, and goes to bed
Fulfilled of thought and besyhevenesse;
For bathe I had thingc which that [ nolde ,
And eke I ne had thyng tha t I wolde. {lines 89-91}
Such anxi ety is co mmon to many of the narra tors of the dream-vision. The narra tor in
Peart, for exam ple, is mourning over the gra ve-m ound oCthc pear l-maiden when sleep
overtake s him and he dream s of her. In general. the distre ss or preoccupatio n of the
narrator is linked 10 the subj ect-matter of the visio n itself (in the case of The Parliam ent
a/ Fowls, the nature of love ) and sets the stage for the allegory. There is an important
tradition in the dream-poem wherein dreams reflect the waking concerns of the dreamer :
after read ing '''Tullius: of the Dreme ofCipioun.,'" the narrato r of The Parliament of
Fowls proceeds to dream ofScipio Africanus. just as in Cicero 's poem the younger
Scipio did after his late conversatio n with King Masinissa about "th at excellent and
invinci ble leader" (Macrobius 69).
Scipio Africanus ("Aurikan," line %) bolds in The Parliament of Fowls an
importan t role for the dream -poem, that of guide to the narrator . As the guide, his first
action is to tell the dreamer that his long studies shall be rewarded : "Thou hast the so wei
borne .. . / That somedel of thy labour wclde I the quyte" (lines 109, 112). Whereas in
Cicero 's Somnium Scipioni s Africanus is, (ike the pearl-maide n in Pearl or Venus in The
Kingis Quair , an authoritative figure who can explain the cosmos and prophesy the
future , in The Parliament ofFowls he is merely the knowledgeable guide. The most
authoritative character in the poem will appear later, in the person of Nature. Likewise in
The House of Fame, the long-wi nded eagle is simply the vehicle by which Geffrey
ascends to the houses of Fame and Rumour , where the significant portions of his vision
occur (and where, as will be seen, a truly authoritati ve figure is tantal izingly placed
beyond the scope of the poem).
Africanus takes the dreamer to "a parke, walled with grene steen" (line 122), over
the single gate of which is written two conflicting signs, the one reading "Thorgb me me n
goon into that blysful p lace I Ofbertes hele and dedely woundes cure" (lines 127-8), the
other "Thorgb me men goon ... / Unto the mortal stroke of the spere I Of which Disdayne
and Daunger is the gyde" (lines 134-6). This very dream-like paradox confuses the
narrator , so that Afric anus " [him] hente and shoofe in at the gates wyde" (line 154),
explaining that, as he is nota servant of Love , he has nothing to fear. The element of
comedy in Chaucer's treatment of the dream-vision genre wou ld later be taken up to a
certain extent by Morri s in his own literary visions: in A Dream ofJohn Ball , for
example, the guide Will Greenjokes with the dreamer that "thou art tall across thy belly
and not otherwise" (227).3
The dream- vision undermines the "authority" of the narrator by comic scenes
such as this one, as well as by artless comments on the part of the narrator. Usual ly such
tactlessness is the cue for ano ther character in the poem to set the narra tor on the right
path: the jew eler in Pearl , for example , is chas tised nwnerous times by the pearl-maiden
for selfishly mourning and for forgetting his spiritual duty to trust in God's mercy. His
words "To be excused I mak e request" (line 281) are echoed by one dream er aft er
another in the poetry ofthe fourteenth century . The narrator is regularly mystified by
wha t he sees and hears; in fact, he often appears to be delibera te ly nerve . ln The Book of
the Duchess , for example, it does not even become clear to the dreamer until the end of
the poem that the loss to which the knight refers is the death of his lover (vls that youre
tosse? Be God, hyt ys routhe," line 1310), although a perspicacious reader would have
understood the knight 's hints much earlier in the conversation. The jeweler is equally
obtuse: he ignores al l his guid e's admonishments not to cross the river between earthly
life and the next world, and suffers a rude awakening as a result .
If the dream-vision form is truly a didactic one, the narrato r 's nervete wou ld
appear to be out of place , unless it is meant as a negative exempiu m or signifies a
as
novelistic preoccupation with point-of-view. However, the " co nfl icts between absolutist
and relativist conceptions of reality" which Spearing recognizes as an important aspect of
the fourteenth-century dream-vision (72) offer a more comp lex read ing of the blunderin g
dreamer . Spearing's model takes into account both the medieval reliance on an absolute
world-view and the dream- poets ' recognition of the complex nature of personal
experience . The medieval dream- vision is concern ed not only with the interpenetration
of flesh and spiri t, but with the relationship between the real and the ideal, itself a key
theme for the socialist dream-visions of Morris. As I wi ll show, Pearl is another dream-
poem which can be seen to develop a tension between absolute (the heavenly ideal) and
relative (the earthly real), a tension which will be resolved in the narrator's mind at the
end of the poem.
Chauc er 's dream-visions are far less co ncerned than Pea rl is with actually
resolving that tension, even going so far as to undermine the authority of the vision ' s
"true" authoritative figure. Nature in The Parliament ofFowls is amon g the most
authoritative figure s in Chau cer' s dream-poe ms, as she oversees the noisy discussion of
the birds and bids them choose their mates . However, her authority in the poem is
undermine d from the start, since she is but "the vykerofth'almyghty lord" (line 379),
and her role is simply that of moderato r, for the birds choose their mates of their own
accord (or even choose to delay their deci sion, as the formel does in lines 639-54).
The House a/Fame is an even mor e striking example of Chauc er 's undermining
those characters which could be said to have authori ty. Not only is the dream er
confronted with a series of authority figure s who do not give him concr ete lessons (the
eagle , fickle Fame, an anonym ous guide), but just as a seemingly real autho rity arriv es on
the scene, the poem ends very abrup tly. The narra tor, in fact, appears to be entir ely
unsure why he has entered into the dream. When he is asked what he is doing at the
house of Fame, where he has seen som e despicable peopl e exalted for no reason at all and
numerous worthies unfair ly forgotten , the dreamer answ ers , in magnificen tly vague and
stumbling verse
tha t wol y te llen the,
The cause why y stonde here:
Some newe tydinges for to Jere-
Some newe thinge - y not what -
Tydinges , other this or that,
Of love, or suche thynges glade . (lines 1884-8)
His new guide states with startling certainty that "wei y se I What thou desirest for to
here " (lines 1910-11 ), and proceeds to lead the narrator to an even more confusing place ,
the house ofRwnour. Here the narrator finds such tiding s as he seeks , for " never rest is
in that place , I That hit nys tild e fuI ofty dinges" (lines 1955-6). There are so man y
tidings , in fact, and they are so con tradictory, tha t it is impossible to pick ou t the true or
useful ones among them. When finall y he comes to the place where the tidings o f love
are. he finds that everyone el se is running in the same direction and seeking the same
thing, in full rout:
And whan they were alle on an hepe
Tho behynde begonne up lepe,
And c1amben up on other faste
And up the nose and yen caste
And troden fast on othe r bele s
And stampen, as men doon aftir e1es. (lines 2 149-54)
These riotous tines , with their impetuous short second syllables. are offse t by the long
third syllable of the line 2155, in which the chaos slowly begins to be resolved ;
Attelast, y saugh a man
Whiche that y nat ne kan,
But he semed for to be
A manofgreteauctori te . . . (lines 2155-8)
And it is precisel y there that the extan t poem ends. Spearing prop oses that "The
House of Fame might be seen as a mock -oraculum , sett ing forth the full meaninglessness
of earthly renown and leading up to the non-d eli veryofdoctrinal truth " by the enigma tic
figure (82). Th is is not to say that The House ofFame is mean t to be a gran d joke on the
reader in the postrncdern tradition, for the poem does seem to hint tha t truth can be
attainabl e. Althou gh, as Sheila Delaney puts it, "it is difficult to imagine any figure of
authori ty sufficient to overcome the impact of the rest of the poem " (108 ), to me it seems
unlike ly that the "man of grete auctorite " is mean t to be a misleading figure . The
narra tor 's rel ief at seeing him is too manifest in the last four lines of the poem as I have
cited them abo ve for him to be a fraudulent auth ority . It is significant, however , that the
poem closes in the act of pointing beyond itself, inviting the reade r' s interp retation. If
Fame and Rumour are too baffling to be interpreted comp letely by any reader , that is
"s imply part of the nature of al legory. for no two read ers will see those characters the
same way anywa y, In the end.dangling the possi b ility ofbeavenly tru th before the
dreamer is as faithful to the dream-vision con vention as is frustrating his earthl y
attainment of it,
In 'l"MBook ofthe Duch~ss, one passage which could offer a com prehensive
answe r to the poem 's ce ntral question of bow to deal with mourning is the knight ' s and
the narra tor ' s discussi on of Fortune. But the knight will not al low the idea that his loss
was the fault cf fate to comfort him for his depriva tion. Furthermore, the discussion, as
Helen Phi llip s notes in her introd uction to the poem , is "offe red briefly in the midd le of
the work, not integrated into a co nclus ion" (37) as it might hav e bee n in a simp le
mo ralistic tal c, and al l that comes of it is the narra tor ' s exasperated chan ging the subject :
" Loa, [how) that may be," quod Y,
"Good sir, teue me all booly:
In what WYSC. bow , why, and wherfcre
That ye have thus yeure blysse lore." ( lines 745.8)
The single-minded man in b lack refuses . in fact, to be comforted in an y way in his
mourning, and it seems to be with a palpable airofreliefthat the narrator, having nul out
of sympa thetic phrases (in the end, al l he can say is "by God, hyt ys routhe, " line 1310) ,
hears the so und of the trumpet anno uncing the end of the hun t and the return of the
hunte rs.
The end of The Book a/ the Duchess is abrupt - "Th is was my swe vene: now hit
ys doon " (l ine 1334) - and fai ls to includ e any of the narr ator 's tho ughts on the dream' s
significance or of his opinions on the behavior of the black knigh t. Th e last word is left
to the work's readers; one can almost imagine a scene from Castiglione (for Chaucer is a
courtly poet) in which the courtiers, havin g had the poem presented to the m, discuss the
courses of action open to the knight. By way of contrast Pearl , a poem on the same
theme of bereavement. explicates in its last stanza the lesson that the narra tor has learned
and the dream -vision's effect on his behavior afterward :
Ouer pis byul pis late I tagte ,
For pyty of my perle enclyi n,
And syben to God I hit bytagte,
In Krysteg dere blessyng, and myn ,
pat, in pcforme of bred and wyn,
j:lepresre vus schewej vch a daye .
("On this bill I learned my own fate as a result of mo urning for my pearl ;
and since then to God I have le ft it [the pearl] in [my] memory and in the
dear blessing of Christ of which the priest reminds us every day in the
form of the sacrament. ") (lines 1205- 10)
Unlike the black knight in The Book ofthe Duchess , the narrator of Pearl has
come to terms with his loss, through the vis ion of the next world proffered him by the
very authoritative pearl-maid en. Pearl is closer to the mystic trad ition of vision ary
experie nce (as it appears in, for example, Julian of Norwich 's Sixteen Revelations of
Divine Love) than it is to the rather worldly dream-visions o f Chaucer . Even in Pearl ,
though, there is no definitive attainment of the next world. The pearl-maiden leads the
narra tor verbally through various aspects of the after life , but when , in the end. he
attempts to cross the riveraodjoin her on the other side , he awakens suddenly , and it is
clear that his awakening is the result of trying to rend the veil that obscures the truth .
Rapely permne I wat3 restayed,
For l')'3t as [ sparred unto pebone,
pat brathe out of my drem me brayde.
penwakned I in pat erber wlcnk.
("'Immediately in my attempt I was restrained: for as soon as lleapt to the:
[stream ' s] bank, that violent act pulled me from my dream, and I
awakened right there in the arbour" where he had fallen asleep.} (lines
1168-71)
In a precipitate transition from the somnium coeteste to the samnium animat e, the narrator
is abru ptly returned to the:world of flesh and blood. Indeed Pearl , the highest-striving of
these poe tic dream-visions and the one most intent on bridging the gap between heaven
and earth, does not pretend to absolute knowledge any more than the more earthbound
works ofChauce r do.
Kruger identifies in fourtee nth-century dream poetry what he calls "middle
vis ions," and he includes the Romance of the Rose, Chaucer's dream-visions, and
Langland 's Piers Plowman in this category, noting that they "evok]e] the possi bility of
revelation even as they nervous ly question their own reliability ." The middle vision. he
claims . "offers a way of explorin g the connections between the world in which we find
ourse lves and the transcendent realm for which we yeam" (130). Pearl, in spit e of- or
perhapseven beca use of - its preoccupation with the relationship between the real and
the transcendent spheres (indicated in these two passages by the j uxta posi tion of the two
sides of the stream. and of the eatthIy sacrament with the holy blessing that it embodies),
belongs with the oth er poems in the tradition of the middl e vision.
The j uxtapo s ition and eve n interpenetrati on (Lynch 16) of flesh and spirit in the
dream-vis ion na tw'aJ ly brings to mind the theme, so importan t to Morris ' s wo rk, of lhe
earthly paradise," Th e real and the transcendent appear mingled in man y dream-visions
in the form ofa garde n, more bea utiful than terre stri al gardens yet not tied to the
sublunary seas ons , which occ upi es a middl e ground betw een earth and hea ven. In The
Romauru ofthe Rose, a garclcn of jus t this sort awai ts the narra tor, in whi ch "th'erthe was
ofsucbc a grac e 1l1ta [ it of floures hath plente I Tha t bothe in somer an d wynter he" (tr .
Chaucer. lines 1428 -30). The garden in The Parlia ment ofFowls is based very much on
that in the Romance o/the Rose :
The eire of that place so attempre was
Tha t never was grevance ther of hoot ce colde .
TIler wex eke every holso me spice and gras .
No man may there waxe seke ne olde.
(The Parliament ofFowls, lines 204-7)
The gard en is certainly pan and parcel of the wond ers the dream-vision prom ises,
like its cousin the romance, to deliver ("neve r, sith that I was borne, I Ne no man elles me
befo me! Mette, l trowe stedfastly , { So wonderful a dre me as I," The House ofFame,
42
lines SU2}. But it plays a deeper ro le in dream-poetry than tha t ofa mere sensational or
sensual image. a "wonder" in the conventional sense . or even as what Spearing hazards a
guessis"a place ofthe mind, a universal psychic an:hetypc " (17). As I have hinted. its
association with both the everyda y world of living things (earthly) and the celestial realm
of soul and of truth (paradise) makes the dream-garden both a poss ibility and an ideal .
Significantly , few of the poetic dream-vis ions, no matter how ideal istic they are ,
portray the dre ame r's actual attainm ent of the transc endent realm . The Kingis Quair o f
James I of Sco tland is a notable exception. which goes so far as to give the dreamer
certain ty (a sign in the fonn ofa whit e dove and a golden message) of the divine nature
of his dream (lines 1240-53): "that certainty, of coursc" notes Spearing, " is
unChaucerian" (Medieval Dream-Poetry 182). The dream-vision' s landsca pe may not, as
the narra tor of Pearl di scovered, contain a gate: into heaven, but even the landscape of the
visionary portio n of Pearl is. like the garden in the Romance o/the Rose, an earthly
paradise . The earthl y paradi se in medieval dream-poetry partak es ofthe ideal , and as
such is cot anainable in the "real" world. However, the unanainability of the earthl y
paradise is not mean t to discourage the:reader. for it is poss ible:(even necessary) to learn
from the vis ion, and to strive for some realization of it, no matter bow imperfect.. This is
the princi ple ofbopc: to whi ch Bloch refers .
We have alrea dy seen how the narrator in Pearl cam e:thro ugh his vis ion to a
realization o f hi s own fate after dea th and of the way in which the earthl y partak es of the
transce ndent, sym bolised by the sac rament. The thoughts of the narrat or upon waking
are important to the dream- vision co nvention, and offer the reader some hints as to now
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the vision's lessons should be interpreted and worked into everyday life. That is, in
Teskey 's terms, they help to lay o ut the rules of the all egorica1 gam e. In The Book a/the
Duchess , the narrator ' s first impul se is to write down the dream. which has the effec t of
introduc ing the reader as a parti cipan t in the processo f learnin g from the visio n. This
may be as much the effect ofChaucer' s own tas tes , which lean toward a very modem
sens itivity to the writer ' s place in the work, as of the d idactic nature of the dream -visio n.
The last lines of The Parliameru ofFowls com prise the most bookish of
Chaucer's endings :
And with the showtynge whan hie song was do,
That foules mad e at her flyght away ,
I woo ke , and o the r bookes toke me to,
To rede upon. and yet I rede alway.
I hope , iwis,to red e so. somday,
That I sha.Imete so me thyng for to fare
The bet. and thus to rede I nyl not spare, (lines 688. 94)
The upshot is that the narrat or bas learned something from the boo k and the: eosuing
vision. but not quite enough: the $omnium Scipionis and the somnium it inspires have:
mere ly whetted his appeti te for furthe r read ing and fwther experi ence . The re is no sense
here that the dream -vision' s lesson is incom plete, howe ver, only that it is pan o f a
process . The exempla of more books and more dreams brin g the reade r or dreamer clo ser
to the good, to an earthl y approx imation of the ideal . Note also the manne r in which the
song of birds awaken s the dreamer : there is some ambiguity as to whethe r the bird song
occurs solely in the dream. or in the waking wo rld as well . The birdsong in Parliament
ofFowls marks the closest thesedream-poems come to the lowest of Macro bius 's
categories, the visum , since it often happensin "reet " dreamsthat a dream er will be
awakened by an outs ide stimulus which affects the flnal events of the dream. Morris
would later use thi s motif in the endin g of A Dream ofJOM &ll, in which the light of
morning beco mes brighter and brighter in the church in the dream until the narrato r
awakens in his cwn bed, with the sun streaming through the curtains .
Judith David off notes that "dream vis ions ... necessitate an explicit clos e to the
framing fiction and , as a result, the audience receive s a much fuller and richer picture of
how one might respond to a lesson that one has great need to learn" (80). Davidoff
rightly puts a grea t deal of emphas is here on the reader 's active role in the dream-vision
co nvention and. al so rightly, on the dream-vision ' s esse ntially didactic nature . Moreover,
she is correct in her hin t ("'how one might respo nd") that the lesson inherent in a dream-
poem is not present ed as absolute truth (oraculum), but as gentle guidance or en igmatic
aid (somniunr). The dream -vision, like allegory, demands serious consi deration on the
part oCits reader, and rewards thought with an insight into its particular co nce rn (whether
that be the nature of mouming, as in The Book ofthe Duchess and Pearl. or the
distribu tion of wealth and work, as in Winner and Waster and News From Nowhere) that
is thus individual ised . It is easy ta see how Morri s. who was of the op inion that the first
duty aCthe Socialist League was education - "to make Socialists" ("'Where Are We
Now?," Artis t, Writer, Socfallst2: 517) - saw in the dream -vision a didactic co nvention
that nonetheless was directed toward makin g the reade r think independently.
The framing fiction of Piers Plowman at once recalls the conventional dream-
vision 's pattern of the dream limited by waking moments and discar ds that pattern by
means of its frequent and rap id transitions between dream and wakin g. Most other
English dream-poems of the time are more conventional, offering the reade r only one
dream at a time. For a partial list of Middle English dream-visio ns, see Davidoff 74-77 .
Al though the narrator of the Romance ofthe Rose claim s tha t " in that sweuen is
neuer a de le { That it nys afterwarde befal " (tr.Chauce r, line s 28. 9), which sets up the
fiction ofa visio , his claim does not prec lude the whole vision' s being classified a
somnium, since the supposed ly foretold events occur entirely outside the body of the
work .
For a similar gibe, see Chauc er's HOUfe of Fame , in which the eagle ch ides
Geffrey: "Seynt Mary, { Thou an noyouse for to cary!" (lines 573-4) .
Roderick Marshall finds in the theme of the earthly paradi se a continuous thread
throughout Morri s's life and art. Marshall says of the last romances and of the Kelmscort
Press book s, for examp le, tha t they "were the most satisfactory and reward ing Earthly
Paradises he had ever created , and he had been testing one variation after another of the
Edenic them e all his life" (304). My argume nt, however, is that the ideal in Morri s ' s
works - the true "Go lden Age" - stands always ou tside the text, and that even the
generally idyllic News From Nowhere is no exception.
Chapter Three
An Archi tectural Dream of the Past
In A Dream ofJohn Ball, we do not see a concrete vision of a go lden ege , nor
even what Michad Holzman bas cal led '"the earthl y paradise of fourteenth -ecntury Ken t"
("'Encourageme nt and Warni ng of History" 116) . The hoped- for truth or the earthl y
paradise- cal led in A Dream ofJohn Ball the "Chan ge Beyond the Change" - stands, as
it does in The House a/ Fame and even in Pear l, outside the events of the text. Even the
dialogue between the narra tor and John Ball fails to prove conclus ively which. of the two
is the dreamer and which the authoritative figure who wi ll provid e an ome n of victory for
the movement or some hint as to the shape ofsocicty after such a victory . Fellowship,
indeed, the two rabble -ro users may find with each other, but the disclosure of past and
future history can provide nothing more than "encouragement and warning " ("Soci alism
From the Root Up" 497)1 (or each of tbe two activists.
Morris chose for the backdro p of his first soc ialist dream -vision the fai led Engl ish
Peasan ts' Revolt of 1381, and one or its leaders. the pries!:John Ball, for hi s chie f
pro tago nist. The immediate cause of the revolt was an unpopular poll-tax. and it was not
only the labourin g classes who threw in their lot with the rebels; but the descri ptions in
the chro nicles (which includ e Morris ' s perennial favourite Froissart ) seem to su pport to a
certain extent Morri s ' s approximation o f the revo lt with a social ist-style upri sing .
Frc issart, for examp le, describes the historical John Ball as say ing: "Ah, ye good people,
the matters goeth not well to pass in England, nor shall do till everythi ng be common, and
that there be DOvillains DO( gentl em en. but that we may be all united together [tout-unis],
and that the lords be no greater masters than we" (qtd . Dobso n 371).2 Whetbet'Morris
was historically accura te in his interpretation of the revo lt has heal the subject of so me
debate among scholars . Margaret Grennan, writing in 1945, notes tha t several aspects of
Mom s' s interpretation of the 138 1 revo lt were later di sproved by the hist orical
scholarship of the 18905 (94) and that "many more level s of soc iety were invol ved than
the term ' Peas ants' Revolt ' suggests " (87) ,] while Rodne y Hilto n, in the 1989 Ke!mscon
Lecture , claims tha t " in exam ining the rising and John Ball in the light of new researc h,
we do not correct Morris, but justify andexpand his vi sion" (8-9), althou gh he does not
address any of Grennan' s speci fic criti cisms .
A Dream ofJoh" Bol/ , howeve r, is not historical scholars hip but a fictional work,
a dream -vision that, like allegory, points beyond itse lf toward certain co nclus ions on the
tendencie s of history and on the possibility of socialist fellowship. The actio n also
follows the pattern of the dream-visio n. The narrator (a type of William Morri s) has a
dream in which he finds himse lf in Kent in 1381, a few days before the cl imactic events
of the Peasan ts ' Revolt, There he meets a guide. stout Will Green, and an authoritative
figure , John Ball , whosespeech at the village cross contains Morris ' s most eloquen t call
for soc ialist soli darity, or "fellowship.t" "Thedreamer is wi tness to a short skirmish,
unreco unted in the chronicles, in which the fellows hip of rebels is victorious. The vision
culmina tes in a series of dialogues betwee n jhe dream er and John Ball, first on the fate of
the revol t and final ly on the fate of all those who wor k towar d social change . The
dialogu e form of the last chapters is a significant transfo rmation of the dream- vision's
conventional treatment of the authoritative figure , for in those dialogues John BaIl learns
hope from his time-travelling vis itor and the narrat or leams the lesson of fellowship from
his counterpart in tbe pest,
Because neither ofthe central figures is mean t to have the final word, A Dream of
John Ball (a dream abo ut John Ball, or John Ball 's dream) is no oracutum , but a
somnium, enigmatic , in the tradi tion of the most ambiguous of the fourteenth-century
dream -visions . Th e enga gement betwee n the two pers pec tive s of the med ieval pries t and
the V ictorian socialist in the dial ogues which comprise the secon d halfofthe work are
mean t to en gage the rea der just as allegory docs in Tesk ey's model. Th e read er gradually
becomes aware not only of the simple parall els between the peasants ' revolt of 1381 and
a modern socialist mo vement, but of a theory of hislory which owes so methin g to the
Marxist vie w of the inevi tabi lity of social chan ge and even more to Morri s 's own
conception of history as or gani c. So in the dialogues between Ball and the narrator we
learn that the two characters find each oth er to be kindre d spirits in their quest for justice
(in othe r wo rds, that fell owshi p can exist eve n acro ss the centuries) and still more
impo nantly that the ideal s of a free soc iety held by the soc ial ists in late V ictorian
England ha ve Dot just antecedents but roots in the hope s and fears of fourteen th-century
artisans and peasants. This is the true signifi cance of the o ft-quoted passage inA Dream
ofJohn Ball wherein the narra tor po nders "how men figh t and lose the battl e, and the
thing that they fought for co mes about in spite o f their defeat, and whe n it comes turns
out not to be what they mean t, and othe r men hav e to fight for what they mean t unde r
another nam e" (23 1.2) . Feudal ism ended in spite of the de feat of the 138 1 rebellion, but
it was replaced by competitive capitalis m instead of by co-operative "fe llowship," and
the activists of the 18805 were, in Morri s ' s opinion, fighting for fellowship under the
banner ofsocialism.
Morris believed that history was not cyclical but organic ; his medievalist
socialism was not the ordinary " Whiggish celebration of the antiquity o f British freedo m"
(Chand ler 2), but symptomatic of a soc ial ist faith in the inevitab ility of historical change,
linked in tum with his own conception ofa co-ope rative "art of the people." The
problem with C hand ler's interpretation in her chap ter on Morris is that , while she
effectively highl ights Morris' s revolutionary mediev alist message inA Dream ofJohn
Ball , she fails to recogniz e the complex nature of his medievalism, the "pragmatic
conce rn for the past for the sake of tbe present and future" which Margaret Grennan
points out (2 0). For, in fact, It Dream ofJohn Ball is not simply a register of the
similari ties betwee n John Ball' s message - as it is conveyed by Ball's few letters and by
Froissart 's reac tionary interpretation of me revolt - and Morris's own ; it is about holding
out the message of hope (encouragement and warnin g). The past is, in this case, a bas is
fer whar is to come .
Moreover, Morris always had a firm sense that medieval men and women were
not simply charact ers in a romance, or history , or tapestry, but real peop le. Like Tho mas
Carly le, who pointed out in Past and Present that "these old Edmundsbury walls
not peopled with fantasms; but with men of flesh and blood, made altoge ther as we are "
(54), Morris recogniz ed that
the men of those times are no longer puzzles to US; we can und erstand
their aspirations. and sympa thize with their lives, while at the same tim e
we have no wis h (not to say ho pe ) to turn bac k: the clock, and start from
the position which they held. ("Preface to Stee le's Medieval Lore" in
Artist, Writer, Socialis t I: 287)
Accordingly A Dream ofJohn Ball is also . besides being a social ist dream , an
" architec tural .. dream (Dream 2 IS), conscious always of the flesh-and-bl ood nature of
medi eval me n and wo men and their needs and desires . When Morris refers to
arc hitecture as he does in the prolegomenon to A Dream ofJOM Ball. he is not referring
to th e mere shell of a buil ding : "'A true archit ectural work." he says, "is a bui lding duly
provided with all necessary furniture . deco rated with all due ornament, according to the
use, q ual ity. and dignity o f the bui lding .. . So looked on. a work of architecture is a
harm on iou s co-ope rativ e work of art" ("Go r.hicArchitecture," Artist Writer Socialis t I :
26 6). Th e same impul se had been at work when Morris and his friends began the
outfitting of Red House in Kent, the projec t that launched him on his ardu ous voy age into
the realm of the deco rative arts . Since heal thy art was for Morri s symptomatic of a
healthy society. the importance of the charact:erization of A Dream ofJohn Ball as an
"ercbttectural dream " should not be underestimated.
Wi lliam Morris had immersed himself so fully in med ieval art, architecture, and
literature tha t he could imagine with utmost ease the practical details of an entire
med ieval to wn , down to the "big sal t-ce llar of pewter" (25 8) which adorn s the middle of
Will Green's table and affi rms the s imple pros perity of fourt eenth-centwy Kent . Hand in
"hand with Morris 's recognition of the denizens oCtile fourteenth-eentwy as human beings
of flesh and blood goes his feel for practical details . He had.after all, a knowled ge of
medieval dyeing teehnlq ues, of calligraphy, of stained glass, and o f tapestry which was
not simply the conno isseur ' s, but the artisan 's own.
Thus it is with zest and not a few wry commen ts on his own times thai Morris
describes his architecrural dream of the Middle Ages . The dream is full ofdetai l. from
the inscription upon the cup in Will Green' s house (260)' and the girdle-book ('"a book in
a bag," 22 8) at John Ball ' s side, to the " unhedged tillage" (217) of the Kentish village 's
agriculture which is, of course, an incidental criticis m of the enclosed and covetous
nature of farming practices in Morris's day. No detai l is too smal l for Morris ' s
architectural eye ; the chance l of the church, "so new that the dust of lhe stone still lay
whit e on the midswnmer grass beneath the carvings oflhe windows" (218), att ests bo th
to Morris 's awaren ess that a med ieval church was built piecemeal and his recogniti on of
the artisan 's silent role .
The trope of the "archi tectural dream" is in a sense a cam oufl age disguis ing the
vision 's soc ialist core , pan and parce l of lhe dream- vision narra tor 's pretens ions to
modesty ofpurpose. As is well known, however , Morris followed Ruskin in his
perception of a clear link between a society's archi tecture and its health . " (T]he essence
cfwhar Ruskin taught us," he claims in "The Revi val of Architec ture ," was simply "tha I
the art of any epoc h must of necessity be the express ion of its soc ial life" (Collected
Works 22: 323), and it was no secret to anyone who knew him that he saw the art of the
fourtee nth century as being far more healthy than that of the nine teenth. The art of the
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fourteenth century was not only an "art o f the peopl e," but it was organic. a link in the
golden chain ofthc Gothic tradition o f art and artisanship. As such. it was tied very
d early in Morris ' s mind to lite art of socialism. expressing the freedom of the artisan as
well as fellowship among artist-workers ,
The ideal s of egali tarian fellows hip are , ofcourse, laid out in A. Dream ofJohn
Ball in Jo hn Ball 's speeches at the cross ; but Morri s also asserts those ideals in the
frescoes abo ve the chance l arch, which figure forth ""theDoo m of the last Day, in which
the painter bad not spared either kings or bishop s" (263). His archit ectural dream
therefore includes both freedom (to paint as one wishes) and fellows hip (in the form of
the frescoes' egalitarian sentim ent). A similar levelling appears in the third boo k of
Chaucer's House ofFame, in which Geffrey , too , bassomething of an archit ectural
dream, fantastic archi tecture being one of the prom ised wonders of the fourt eenth -century
dream- vision, Geffrey sees the slope of the icy roc k
ygrave
Wi th famouse fcl kes names fele
Thathad iben in Moch el wele
And her fames wide yblowe,
But wei unnethes koude l knowe
Any lenres for to rede
So unfamouse was wox hir fame . (lines 1136-4 1, 1146)
Sl
Indeed. the scene Morri s' s unsun g artist paints for the reade r in the chancel, al thou gh not
immediately recognizable as anyone particular surviving medieval pain ting. is true in
spirit to this egalitarian passag e in Cha ucer (with its pervading sentiment nihil est quod
perstet in orbe). as we ll as to those passages in The Kingis Quair descri bing the whee l of
Fortune: (stanzas lS9-n). In stanza 162 o f that poem the poe t describes how
So mon y I sawe that than clymben wold.
And fai tit foting, and 10 ground were rold .
And othic eke that sat aboue on hye
Were ouerthraweintwinklyngof aneye. (lines 1138-41)6
In its med ieval form the paint er' s having "not spared eith er kings or bis hops" is a
re ference to all men ' s being equal in the eyes of God an d fate; in the eyes of the
nin e teenth-cen tury soci al ist, the inference is that autho rity will be overthrown. and that
aU men are and will be equal .
In the prolego menon to.lt Dream ofJohn Ball , the narrator sets up the expectat ion
ofvan architectural dream,.. discussing the varieties of architecture which please him best
and whi ch be claims to have seen from afar in previous dreams; Elizabethan houses (li ke
Kelm scott Manor). fourteenth-century ch urch es, even once an entire medieval city
"untouched from the days of its bu ilders ofold" (215 - 16) . The progression from least
pure to purest (the Eliza bethan house wi th its la ter addi tions , the sca ttered fragmen ts of
med ieval domestic architecture, and final ly the untouch ed ci ty) is obvious, and thi s
particular dream's actualization of the Middle Ages is the natura l final step in the series.
The prolegomenon also sets up the expec tation of a social ist dream , however, in the
intervening comic insomnium of the narra tor ' s speaking engagem ent \the earnest faces
of my audience ... who __. were c learly preparing terrible anti-Socialist posers for me, "
2 16). These are the two preoccupations - architec ture and soci alism - which the
pro legomenon arranges as the subjec t-m atte r of the dream-vision, just as the ope ning
lines of The Parliament ofFowls figure forth the them e of love whi ch is to be the majo r
co ncern of'the narr ato r's vision .
"l got up ; ' says the narra tor of A Dream ofJohn Ball , "and look ed abo ut me, and
the landscape seemed unfami liar to me, though it was ... an ordinary English low-
country" (2 16). The dreamer undergoes a displacement simil ar to Geffrey's in The
House of Fame ("eeneyn!y, I nyste never I Wher that I was," lines 128-9) , preparing the
reader for the marvel s soon to be encountered. In If Dream of John Ball, those marvels
are first arc hitec tural (the medieval town), then soc ial (the discovery of fellowship with
the rebellious peasants of fourteenth -century Kent); in The House ofFame, they follow
the same patt ern , beginning wit h Ge ffrey's finding himse lf in a "temple ymade ofg las"
(lines 120) and ending with his allegorical visi ons of the house s of Fame and Rumour.
lfthe panem oftbe high medieval dream- visi on is to be faithfull y adhered to, the
reader fami liar with its convent ions will expect the entry of an authoritative figure or
guide soon after the architectural scene is set in A Dream ofJohn Ball. Such an
expectation is not frustrated, for as soo n as the dreame r is acclimatized, we are introduced
to Will Green. Will Green, like certai n of the characters in Morri s ' s later dream -vision
News From Nowhere , seems to intu it tha t the dreamer is not entire ly of his world -
"' Well, friend,' said be, ' tho u lookest partly mazed ?' (2 19)- and acts as me narrator' s
passpon into the peasant soc iety of Kent in 1381.
At several. points in the narrati ve, Wtll Green genero usly overlooks the dreamer' s
natural awkwardness in this unfami liar soc iety, usual ly with a friendly jest : "Certes,
brother , tho u bast not been a lord ' s carver" (223). Indeed, he seem s to regard the
dreame r, as John BaIl doe s later, as something ofa heave nly messenger , and not just for
his strange assertion that " I am my own mast er" (220). How, after all, does the dream er
know the countersign, "The kiDg's sonofbeaven shall pay for all" (llO)? And how does
he know the rebellious thoughts oftbe men of Essex , since tha t place is not pan c f his
dream ? Alllhcse things may be explained away by dream-psychology, for a dreamer
may take for granted thin gs in a dream which would be unerl y unkno wn or inexpl ica ble
in real life. [prefer, however, to find the answer in Morris ' s creati on of lhe dre amer as
somethi ng of an autobiographical personage.
The narrator ofA Drea m of-John Ball seems to be as well-read as Morris himsel f,
and shares some of his life-e xperiences, chief among them his loves of archi tecture and
of story -tellin g \'1am in soo th a gatherer of tales," 223) . Tbe "vision of grey-roofed
houses and a long winding street and the sound of many be lls" (223 ) whic h comes over
the dreamer when Will G reen mentions Oxford may be a re ference to fourteenth-century
Oxford, but it is j ust as likel y to be the nineteenth -century Oxford that is desc ribed so
general ly, and the bells may be a particular experience of Morris ' s own . Each time the
dream er betrays such intima te knowledge of the affairs of fourteenth-century England, he
dernurs "I knew not how . .. " (222), except once, when the narrator tells the folk in the
"tavern an Icelandic tale, and betrays to the reader that it was " long fami liar to me" (2 24) ;
this is a hin t that the dreamer has some existence outs ide his dream in which be has a
su bstanti al body of kno wledge abou t the Middle Ages . Every bit ofthe dreamer 's
med ieval knowledge, down to the rhymin g sign and countersign of the rebels. borrowed
from l ohn Ball' s letter in WaIsingham 's chro nicle (Holzman. "Encouragement and
Waming ofHistory" 103-4; Dobson 381; Sisam 16 1), may be ex plained away as the
knowledge of one who was immersed in the history, literature. and arc hitecture ofebe
Middle Ages. and who saw his knowl edge as partakin g of the literary and artistic
tradi tions of that epoc h. The most likely candidate for the role o f dreame r, acco rding to
this evidence, is William Morris himself.
As Spearing points out, self-creation is an importan t aspect of the medieval
dream-vision. and Chaucer's Geffrey is only the most promine nt fourteenth-centwy
example of a semi-a uto biogra phical (if slightly se lf-depreca ting) dreamer. The bringer o f
tid ings in this partic ular visio n is eviden tly a type of Morris, and is part of a proces s of
se lf-crea tion whi ch wou.lci reach maturity in the:creat ion of William Guest in News From
Nowhe re. The: narra tor ofA Dream 0/ John Ball is, like many of the dreamers in
fourtee nth-century poetry. uncomfortably out of place in his dream (although. in fact, he:
is not quite so uncomfortab le as William Guest would late r be). Before John Ball's first
speec h at the cross. for example, the narrator has to be aided in finding a place near to the:
oratio n since. Will Green tells him cheerful ly,
thou art ta ll acro ss thy belly and not otherwise , and thy wind, belike , is
none:of the best, and but for me:thou wouldst have:been am idst the:
"thickest oflhe throng, and ha ve heard. words muffled by Kentish be llies
and seen little but swinky woollen elbows. (22 7)
There were indeed gian ts in tho se days! Similarly, the dreamer views the battl e at the
townshi p' s end from a safe but hardly glorious positio n near Will Green's feet . The
inten tion, of co urse , is co mic. like the s lapstick between Africanus an d the dreamer at the
gate in The Parliam ent a/Fowls. and serves to further that impressi on of the narrator' s
naivele so famili ar to us from studies a f the fourtee nth century dream-v ision, On anoth er
leve l, however , it serves to unde rline:the narra tor 's isolation from the:world of his dream .
There is never any doubt that the narrat or ofA Dream a/John Ba// , like the jewell er in
Pearl, is ultimately fa te d to return fro m the vis ionary landsca pe to his mun dane
existence.
AJtho ugh the narrator of A Dream ofJohn Ball is chara cterized as "stamm ering"
(261) and " shy" (263), as befits his outs ide r sta tus in the world offourteenth-eentury
Kent. he is at the same time surp risingly comfortab le in his strange surroWKiings. After
all, the Middle Ages were not foreign territory 10 Morris ; as J . A. W. Benn ett remarks ,
"Morris certainly read wide ly in our medie val poetry" and "the man marked resul t was
that he mcd.ieval iscd classical story- in a thoroughly medi eval wa y" (364). 7 That is,
Moms had not only de voured a vast number o f books from and abo ut the Middle Ages
(espec ially among the primary texts), be had internal ized the information in them to the
poin t tha t in his dream-vision he can mingle free ly with these folk ofanother era. For
exampl e, he is qu ick to note tha t the rosary at John Bal l's wai st wou ld be called a "p air of
beads" (228),' rather than by its modem nam e; he recognizes by the figure of S1.Clemen t
sa
over a doo r that a blacksmith is housed therei n (2 18); and in the tavern he tell s a tale of
Iceland that wo uld be ou tlandish but not anachronistic to English peasan ts of the time
(214). lhe one thin g he co uld not have learned from Chaucer, Froissart, or from an
illuminated book is bow to carve meat according to the fashion of 1381 and. acco rdin gly,
he fails in this (223) .
The dream-vision form also requires , in addit ion to the gu ide and the architectura l
wonders , an authoritative figure , a role filled at first by the hwnble and unpretentio us
John Ball. From John Ball the dream er learns, first and fore most, the lesso n of
fellowship; but the priest is also his window into the Middle Ages . explaining, for
example, the medie val attitude toward death (263-6), and the varying fonns wage -slav ery
can take in the feudal era :
I know a thrall . and he is his maste r's every hour, and never his
own; and a villein I know, and whiles he is his own and whiles his lord's;
and I know a free man, and he is his own always ; but how shall he be his
own ifhe have nought where by to mak e his livelih cod'l. .. Wond erfu l is
this thou tellesr of a free man with nought whereby to live! (272)
Not all the wonders that the dream-vision has to offer are heartenin g, or even pleasant.
As is apparent from this passage, it is not the feudal system of the fourteenth -century that
is the primary concern ofA Dream ofJohn Ball . In true medieval fashion. this vision of
the past holds up a specu lum , a mirror, to a modem society not flattered by the
compari son because of its hypocri tical attitude toward the worker . At least in those da ys,
according to John Ball, a thrall knew he was a thra ll and was not deluded into thinking
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himse lf "'frec:." The sentimen t is rather like Carl yle ' s in Past ami Preseru when he
reminds his read er o f Walter Scott 's "G urth bom thral l o f Cedric" who "seems happ y, in
compariso n with many a Lancashire and Buckinghamshire man., of thesedays , not born
thrall of anybody!" and co ncludes that " Liberty whe n it becomes the ' Liberty to die by
starvati on' is Dot so divine !" (211). Morri s ' s "free man wi th nought whereb y to live"
might be lifted almost wholly from this passage were it not for Carly le ' s avowal that
"Cedric deserved to be his master." Carly le's asse rtion of the necess ity of responsibility
on the part of the aristocracy for those below was rep laced in Morri s 's thought by the
horizontal notions o f fcllows hip and of responsibi lity for one's neighbour.
The narra to r of A Dream of John Ball is uniqu e amon g dream -vision narra tors in
that, in addition to learn ing from the authorita tive figure of the dream, he has something
to tell him as well. In fact, the narra to r may well be the autho rita tive figure of John
Ball's own dream-vision. a fellow co me from the future to give encourag ement and
warning as befits the enigmatic dream (that is, the somnium), and to explain reluctan tly,
after the fashion o f the vui o or the araculu m, the fate of the revo lt (269 ). The narrator 's
knowledge could, if this were a simple tale of"time--trave l," prove invaluab le to the
rebels . However, such an adventure-story is not wha t Mo m s has in mind; he is not
plannin g to attem pt an alte rna te history afte r the fashion of speculative fiction .9 Morri s is
more interes ted in the place afthe rebe ls in history, and the relationship of their goal s to
those of his own revolutionary fellows hip. As wi ll become ap pare nt, the narra tor returns
to John Ball not to save the rascal hedge-priest ' s life , but to ho ld out to him a "little
glimmer" (284) of that hope which Ernst Bloch would leter cbaracterizeas essen tial to
creati ve and poli tical strivi ng.
Accordingly. the dialogue between the narrato r and John Ball altho ugh it begins
as a discussion of the significance ofdeath, beco mes (since the revolutionary struggle is
greater in scope than anyone life) a discussion of history. At tint, the historical dialogue
binges upon the great differences between the fourtee nth and nineteenth cen turies
(epito mized by the title ofChap ter Nine, "Hard It Is For The O ld World To See The
New") . John Ball plays here the role of the medieval mirror , held up that the ninetee nth
century may more clear ly see its own warts : no one , he says for example, is "so gre at a
fool as willing ly to take the name of freeman and the life of a thral l as payme nt for the
very life of a freeman" (273 ). In the dialogue ' s final passages, the narrato r se ts forth an
organic concept of history (epitomized by the title o f Cbapt er Twe lve, " Ill Would Change
Be At Whiles Were It Not For TheChange Beyond The Cbange") in which fellowship
endures and conti nues to strive for social change in accordance with Bloc h' s later
princip le of hope .
The conception o f his tory in me final passages of A Dream of John Ball owes
something to the Marx ist one : the narrato r. for exam ple. speak s of his confi dence in the
inevita bility ofchan ge (285-6). Engels, indeed, had mad e a stud y of the German peasant
revo lts of the sixtee nth century. In it, he had tied the heres ies which.characterized that
revou to an
absolutely propertyl ess faction [which] question ed the inst itutio ns, vi ews
and con cepti ons common to all soc ieties base d on class antago nism s. In
this respect, the chi liastic dream -visions of early Christianity offered a
\/ery convenien t starting-point. On the other band.,.this sally beyond both
the presen t and ev-enthe future could be DOthing but vio lent and fantasti c,
and o f DCCCSSity fell back into the narrow limits set by the contemporary
situa tion. (The Peasam War in Germany 46 )10
There seems to be a foreshad owing in this passa ge of Morris 's "change beyond the
change" (""be)u nd both the presen t and C\lCU the future "). Even Morris 's concept ofan
organic soc iety is pre figured here (in Engels's "narrow limits set by the contemporary
slrua tlo n"), albe it darkly and without the important link [0 art ; for . as Herbert Read not es.
in Marx and Engel s "th ere is no recogni tion of art as a primary factor in human
experien ce" (1 4) . Final ly, Morris seems to accept Engels' s assertio n tha t the rebe llious
peasants were seeki ng a change which quite simp ly was not within the realm of
possibilities for their time and place: his narrator tells Ball of the latter-day
revolutionaries that "their remedy shall be the same as thine; though the days be
different " (27 6) .
Engels, however. would not have agreed with Morris that "their remedy shall be
the same," since Engels is trying to insinuate tba1 the rise of capitalism was at this point
i~ilab/e. II Earlier in the same passage be claims thai "the anticipation of co mmunism
nurtured by fantasy became in reality an anticipation of modem bourgeois co nditions,"
while Morris took precisely the opposi te tack in " Socialism From the Root UP." that the
guilds were in fact "co rrupted into privileged bodies" (506) . It seems clear from A
Dream ofJohn Ball. as well as from "The Revolt of Ghent" and other of Morris' s
wri tings on medieval histo ry forCommonweaI , tha t Morris saw in the rise of the artisan
gui lds during the later Middl e Ag es the potenti al for a very real chang e in the makeup of
soc iety . In setting the scene for the 1381 revolt, Morri s describes how
the lords bad bethought them: " We are gro win g poo rer, and these
upland-bred villeins are growing richer , and the gui lds of craft are wax ing
in the towns. and soo n what will there be left for us who cann ot weave and
will no t dig ?'" (Dream 222) .
To him, the gui lds were very close to the mod el ofco-operation (and, of co urse,
crafts manship) that he des ired for soc iety, and he very specifical ly [inks them he re with
the revolutionary aim s of the pe asants . Engel s, thou gh , see ms to have associat ed the
guild-burgh ers with the feudal lords (46), and here Mo rris 's sym pathy seems more in
tune wi th his friend, the anarc hist-eommunist Pe ter Kropo tkin .
In that cha pter o f Mutual Aid entitled "M utual Aid in the Med iaeval City"
Kropotkin claims that "many as piratio ns ofour mod em rad icals were alread y realized in
the mi dd le ages" and that "the imm ensity of pro gress rea lized in all arts und er the
medi eval gui ld system is the best proof that the system was no hindran ce to indi vidual
initiative" (Essential Kropot1cin192, 19]) . Kropotkin, like Morri s and unlike Marx and
Enge ls , recognized the primacy ofan as a factor in human ex iste nce. As well ,
Kropc tkln, in consi derin g the rise of the medieval c ities, claimed that "each of them was
a natural growth in the full sense of the word -an always varyi ng result of strugg le
between vario us forces which adj usted and re-adj ust ed themse lves in conformity with
their re lative energies, the chances of their co nfl ic ts, and the support they foun d in th eir
surroundings" (188). Such a view is remacka bly similar to the organic tradi tion ofan an
ofthe peopl e that Morris found in the Middle Ages , to Morris 's equall y organic
conception of history , and to the dream -vis ion genre which was open-ended and
(gene rally) dialectic rathe r than authoritarian.
Thc most dialectic of'fcurtee nth-century dream- visions - that is, the one in which
the dr eam er is involved the most in conversati on, and not as a specta tor or an empty
vessel to be filled by the wisdom of true or false authority figures -is Chaucer's Book of
the Duch ess. The narrator o f The Book afthe Duchess mak es several attempts at offerin g
advi ce to the Black Knight ("by my trouthe , to make yow hool ' I wei do alle my power
bool, " lines 5534), altho ugh the knight 's despair ultimately gets in the way ofany true
soluti ons . The hint is there , however, that the dream er can play an active ro le, and Morri s
seizes upon it for A Dream ofJo hn Ball, wherein the dreame r and John Ball amb iguous ly
play the autho ritati ve figures of each other 's dream s. Each is capable of answe ring , but
only to a ce rtain extent, the other's questions .
From the past, Morris des ired a model for soc ialist co-opera tion and for a popular
artistic tradi tion, as well as.perhaps. an affirma tion that his conjectures on this half were:
correct. The narrator of A Dream ofJohn Ball, like his counterpans in the fourteenth-
century dream -vision, has a certain question he is grappling with. It begins with the trope
of the "architectural dream,.. as the narra tor discove rs that the objects he sees in the
medieval vi llage satisfy his des ire to find an "an of the people " (and satisfy Mo rris 's
dic tum , " have nothin g in your houses which you do not know to be useful or perceive to
be beautiful : ' "The Beau ty of Life," Collected Works 22: 76). John Ball ' s speec h at the
cross, the moment in which the priest speaks with me most confidence (or, in which he is
most authoritati ve), provides the narrat or with a model of co-operation. or " fellowship."
From the future. Mom s' s John Ball asks some foreknowledg e of events ("how
deem est thou of our adventure ?," 267) ; and when the dreamer 's foretellin gs have
disappointed him he require s, abov e all , some reason for hope ('"Canst thou yet tell me,
brother. what that remedy shall be, lest the sun rise upon me made hopeless by thy tale of
what is to be?," 284). The narrator can speak with confidence abo ut the history he knows
so well , but the only prophecies he can mak e are of the ultimat e failure of the rebel lion,
and of the paradoxical "free" un-fr eedom of his (and our) own times. Hope, howeve r, he
can offer, and he couches it in John Bail ' s own terms: "the Fellowship of Men shal t
endure, however many trib ulations it may have to wear through" (284).
In the first half ofA Drea m ofJohn Bal/the narrator takes on the rote of the
dreame r and John Ball the role of the authorita tive figure . The tumult which greets the
priest before his speech at the cross" and the ensuing hush (228), for exam ple, are
remini scent of the deference shown to Na ture in The Parliament ofFowls (line 617).
John Ball' s approach is as solemn as that o f any figure "ofgrete auc torite" in the corpus
of fourteenth-eentury dream-vi sions , and indeed he has "the sternness and sadness of a
man who has heavy and great thoughts hanging about him" (229) . His demeanour,
however, is "kindly" and his face "no t very noteworthy;" there is little of arrogance about
him, as befits one who believes in the fello wship of all. Most intriguing of all is the
description of his eyes, "at whites resti ng in that look as if they were gaz ing at something
a long way off, which is the wont of the eyes of the poet or enthusiast" (229, my
ss
emphasis). Such a descrip tion of John Ball serves to underline the identi fication of John
Bal l wi th Morris hims elf that E. P. Th ompson has not ed (42 5); Mo rris w as, after al l, a
poet, and certainly ze alous in the cause of social is rn. Moreover, ifwe take "enthusias t"
in its sense of " mystic" or "visionary," this description hints at the reversal of role s which
will take place halfway through the work, when it begins to appear that the dream- vision
is taking place for the instruction and encouragement of John Ball.
In the second half of A Dream of John Ball, the priest quietly relinquishes his
au thoritative voice (aft er the short discussion of his outlook on death , 26 3-6), and meets
his own authoritati ve figure - the narrator - in a private come r of the churc h, rather as the
Pearl-poet meets the pear l-maiden alon e at the foot ofve crystal clyffe ful relusaunt"
(line I 59) . It is a remar kable tw ist on the dream-visio n convention that the narrato r
sho uld, if even for part of the dream, play the role of the authoritative figure . He is a
re luctant one at firs t, since the news he has is of the rebellion's failure. H e warms to his
task, however, when the conve rsation begins to tum upon the diffe rence between the
Vic torian and medieval eras, and there are even time s when he seems to re lish his role.
" And now," proclaims the narra tor, " hear a marvel : whereas thou sayest these two tim es
that out of one man ye may get but one man's work , in days to com e one man shal l do the
work of a hundr ed men" (278). As a visitor from five hundred years in the future , the
narrator can describe wonders both technological and social which surpass the wildest
fancies of the fourteenth century dream-vision, and which are all the more remarkable for
being true.
Neither figure is completely satisfied as a dream er nor completely authoritativ e as
a teacher: "sorry and glad have we made each other," says John Ball (286). For John
Ball , disappointmen t lies in the fact that his every attempt to understand the marvellous
advances of the coming centurie s results in a paradoxical frustration of his desire to see
some gain in social equal ity resulting from them, The narrator promises marvels but
deli vers only a "harves t of riddle s" (279). The narrator's (Morris ' s) disappo intment lies
in the ending of the archi tectural dream ("a great pain filled my heart at the sight of all
that beauty" 287) and in the return to the sordid nineteenth century,
Each speaker bas something to learn and something to teach, as befits both the
dream -vision ' s use of authori ty and the very nature of the socialist dialogues. Moreover ,
each respects the other, and rec ognizes the value of what he is being told , in accordance
with the socialist precept that all are equal. By all accounts, Morris put his egali tarian
ideals into practice: Fiona MacCarth y paraphrases Philip Webb as notin g of one of
Morri s' s lectures that "the wo rking men in Morris 's audience had seemed pleased at
being addressed as adult men and not as children" (MacCarth y 383). This mutual
relationship extends itself to Morris 's convi ction that the denizens of the Middle Ages
bad a real flesh-and-blood exi stence outside of the ideal ized pages of illuminated
manuscri pts and histories ; accordin gly, he has John Ball comment on the narrator that
"tho u art alive on the earth , and a man like myself ' (268) .
That is not to say that the narrator and John Ball are not engaged in a mutual
process of self-creation, in accordance with Spearing' s notion of the dream- vision
narrator's devising his own persona. As John Ball tells the narrator, "thou hast been a
dream to me, as I to thee" (286); and it is certain that Morris (who is, after all, the thinly-
veiled figure behind the mask ofthe narrator, and the author of the story) created, as well
as found, his medi eval social ist precursor. The two seem to be constantly engaged in
finding each other , from the moment in the church when, on the occasion of their
inability to see eye [ 0 eye regarding the fate of the soul after death, John Bal l says "there
seemetb something betwixt us twain as it were a wall that parteth us" (265). That wal l
never seems truly to go away , but grows and sbrinks by turns: when he begins to
prophesy the failure of the rebels, the narrator wonders that "som ehow I cou ld not heed
him as a living man as much as I had done" (269), even though he had a few minutes
previously taken him by the hand (264).
In general. despite the talk of "walls" between them, the two activists seem to
have found fellowship with each other within the confines of their common dream -vision
as well as in their having a common dream (of equality and social change) . The narra tor,
for examp le, speaks ofJohn Ball as "the man himself wh om [ had got to know" (278),
and John Ball ' s last words to the narrator emphasize the kinship between the two sti ll
more fully:
since we have been kind and very friends , I will not leave thee
witho ut a wish of good-wil l, so at least [ wish thee what thou thyse lf
wishest for thyself, and that is hopefu l strife and blameless peace . (286 )
Here again we see the theme of fellowshi p and, what is more, the close assoc iation of the
narrator (Morris) with John Ball: "I wish thee what thou thyself wishest for thyself."
Above all, the the me of hope is underlined once more.
"N ow verily," says the priest, "hath the Day of the Earth come, and thou and I are
lonely ofeach ether again" (286). Our revels now are ended, so the pattern goes , and we
both return to our mundane everyday existence, bearin g what we gained from our vision.
But John Ball 's statement is an intriguing one for the dream-vision 's reader : if the Day of
the Earth has come, where were the two over the course of the nocturnal vigil in the
church ? It cannot be heaven, since Morris has gone to such great pains to convey the
impress ion ofJohn Ball and the narrato r as men of flesh and blood; and it certainly tak es
place outside the everyday world ofthe two dreamers. The vigi l seems to partake of both
heaven and earth , of the ideal and the concrete, jus t as we found the earthly paradi se of
the fourtee nth-ce ntury dream-vision to do.
In the dialogues of A Dream a/John BaU, Morris is not concerned so much with
evoking a marv ellous earthly paradi se in the sense of a "garden dil[iJtable," such as is
described in The Romance a/the Rose (tr. Chaucer, line 1440), as with pointing the way
to a soc ialist ideal. He is as concerned with a social earthl y paradise as with an
architec tural one. When, for example, the narrato r tells a tale of Iceland (a place which
had alwa ys been one of Morris ' s ideals of community ) to the folk at the Rose, one of his
listeners answers: " Yea, in that land was the summer short and the winter long; but men
lived both sunun er and winter, and if the trees grew ill and the corn throve not, yet did
the plan t called man thrive and do well" (224). The short summers and long winters of
Iceland are a far cry from the blissful transcendent realms described in Pearl or The
Romance a/the Rose, but Morri s sti ll sees that society as ideal for its sense of fetlowship
and co-operation, In spite of the good weather for the dura tion of the dream 's action,
Morris's practical nature will not allow him to imagine a world with no "gre vance ther of
hoot ne colde." Although Lyman Tower Sargen t charac terizes the ideal life "whe n ye
lack masters" that John Ball predicts in his speech at the cross as "an idealized peasan t
soc iety with a touch of the golden age or the arcadia" (Sargent 66), the passa ge he quotes
does not fail to acknow ledge the possibili ty of times "when the seaso ns are untoward, and
the raindrift hideth the sheaves in August" (Dream 237).
The architectural marvels of the town and church awe the narrator as wen; when
the narrator sees the churc h, which "quite ravished my heart with its extreme beauty ,
elegance, and fitness" (2 18), his reactio n is like that of the Romance ofthe Rose's
narrator, who is moved to exclaim of the garde n "w el wende I ful sykerly I Haue ben in
paradyse erthly" (tr . Chaucer, lines 647-8). Certainly the narrator's architectural dream is
a pleasure: to him, coming as he does from the sordid nineteenth century , but it is meant
to move the reader toward. a sense ofthe poss ibilities inherent in an art of the people
rather than toward the return of some mythical golde n age of medieval art. As Morris
says in his Anti-Scrape lectures and reitera tes in his lecture "Architecture and History," it
is impossib le (and not even desirab le) to bring back medieval art and architecture
precisely as it was executed in the fourteen th century; and after all, one of the promin ent
characteristics of the church is its "fitness."
When John Ball asks the narrator if he come s from "the King's Son of Heaven ,"
the answer is negative (268 ). The world of lhe dream in A Dream ofJohn Ball seems to
be a world between heaven (the marvellous , the ideal) and the everyday (the human , the
mundan e), just as the conce pt of the earthly paradise recalls the interpenetration of flesh
and spirit which Lynch recogni zes in the dream -vis ion: "the relationship between [the
dream er ' s] co rporeal and spiritual nature s" (5 2). The earth ly paradi se as it appeared in
the fourteenth-century dream- vision seemed to occu py a place betwee n earth and heaven ,
partakin g ofboth yet attaining to nei ther. It was an ideal, rather than an actuali ty. None
of Morris's works dealing with the earthl y parad ise desc ribe the attainment there of. Thi s,
too, is in keeping with the spirit o f the medieval vis ions. As Morris's wand erers foun d in
The Earthly Paradise and as the jeweler discove red in Pearl, the earth ly paradise is
unanainable for mortal s in any permanent sense.
The earthl y paradi se exis ts , then, in Morris' s works , as something to be stri ven
for. It is tied to a principle of hope very like Ernst Bloch 's: the "hopeful striving" whic h
John Ball evo kes as the esse nce ofhis and the narr ator 's philosophy partakes both of the
ideal (Bloch's "beyond," linked in med ieval term s to the heavenly wor ld of spirit) and the
earth ly (Bloch' s "what is," the every day world of stri ving mortals ). Like the wanderers
in Morri s 's ear lier work The Earthly Paradise, the social ists he describes in A Dream 01
John Ball arc invol ved in a continuing process of venturing beyond: " if they have trie d
many roads towar ds freedom , and found that they led nowhither, then shall they try yet
another" (Dream 276). Carole Silver remarks of the Prolo gue to The Earthly Paradise
that
Morri s ' s use of the idea of perfect lives and perfect lands is tinged with
irony, for he stresses the destructive aspects of man' s quests for them . To
strive to build the age of gold in one 's own land is right; to seek escape
from hom e and duty is to be doomed to waste and failure. (Romance 58)
It was an attitude which would remain with Morri s into his later years of social activism,
and it exonerates Morris from the charges ofdreamy escapism which have dogged his
writing since his dea th.
Moreover, it follows that each person 's envisioned earthly paradise is unique to
that individual, a fact which will have cruci al significance to our discussion of News
From Nowhere. The "w all" which exists between the narrator and John Ball is partly that
of the great gap in time and social norms be tween the eras of Victo ria and Richard II; but
it is also the gap between two individuals, ne ither of whom, no matt er how Ilke-minded,
can have precisely the same ideal as the other . Morris chooses to emphasize the
sim ilarities betwee n his vision of an ideal wo rld (or, in this case, of striving toward an
ideal world) and John Ball' s vision. The con cep t of ,'fellowship" is meant to underline
the notion that, in spite of any differences o f socialist doctrine or of ultimat e goal s, the
rascal hedge-priest and the Victorian street -orator have certain aims (or "dream s") in
common . Such a call for co-operation would have appeared quite po inted in a moveme nt
which had been perpetual ly dogged by internal strife from its incep tion in 188 I .
The dream-vis ion was, as I establis hed in my previous chapt er, a non-restrictive
convent ion in spite of its didacticism ; or , rather , its didacticism was of a non-restrictive
nature. The dream-vision allowed for fantastic events, characters , and architectures; it
made authoritative statements which were not meant as "final words " on the subject, but
were rather part of an ongo ing dialectic; mos t importantl y, like alleg ory it poin ted toward
an ideal which the reader was relied upon to discove r actively. Although Morris believe d
he had a very important message to convey , like his master Chaucer he was under no
illusions about the definitive nature of his messag e. When lohn Ball tells the narrator
that " scarce do I know whether to wish thee some dream of the days beyond thine to tell
what shall be, as thou bast told me, for I know not if that shall help or hinder thee" (286),
he is not only antic ipating the yet-ro-be-written News From Nowhere, he is underlining
the ambiguous nature of the dream experience as Morris and the fourteenth -century
dream -poets saw it. The vision described in The Parliament ofFowls, after all, only
made its dreamer desirous ofdreaming more (" I hope, iw is, to rede so, somday. YThat I
shal mete some thyng for to fare I The bet," lines 692-4). Whethe r Ball' s and the
narra tor' s dream-v ision is u ltimately to be a help or a hindran ce, its "true" nature is
purposely as elusive as the earthly paradise , so that Morris ' s socialist " hopeful striving"
appears to be analogous to the medieval art of interpreting allegories and dreams .
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Michael Holzman, in "The Encouragement and Warnin g of History ," takes Morris
and Ernest Bel fort Bax ' s "Social ism From the Roo t Up " as an important intertext for A
Dream 0/John Ball, and argues that Morris 's dream- vision was "clearly an effort to teach
the value of history to socialists, in oppo sition to the position of historical inevitability
taken by their opponents" (99). This is true but insuffi cient : this dream-vision also
embodies Morris ' s hopes for sociali st fellowship as we ll as his belief tha t the art of the
Middl e Ages was a popular one.
Dob son remarks in his antho logy of contemporary and later writin gs on the 1381
revolt that "most of the speeches [Froissart] assigns to historical characters must be
fictitious" ( 187) and that "th e famous sermon which Froissart put into the mouth of John
Ball has had an effect on his modem readers quite the opposite of what the author can
have intended " (369). This speech and the incriminating letters of John Ball to his fellow
rebels quoted by the chronicler Walsingham (Dob son 380-383, Sisam 161) constitute
Morris ' s most important primary sources for his character sketch of the fourteenth-
century priest . It is also pertinen t to remark here upon Morris 's characteristic reliance
upon prim ary sources for his knowledge of the Middl e Ages . He does make use of works
of " modern or critical history" such as Thoro ld Rogers but makes it clear in his letter to
the Pall Mall Gazette with his list of favourite books that he prefers "works of art " to
such "tools" (Collected Works 22: xi i],
Among the other flaws Grennan finds in Morri s ' s historical understanding is his
glossing over the special privileges of the historical peasan ts of fourteenth-century Kent :
"Their grandparents had not been villeins and a return was therefore impossibl e.. . .
Perhaps Morris 's wish to generalize, to use the revo lt as a lesson, ca used him to ignor e
what he must have known : the highly political nature ofKentish aims" ( 105 ) .
"Fellowship" is a theme to be met wi th in medieval authors as diverse as
Langland {Satan "fel fro that felawshipe," Passus I, line 113) and Malory ("whan sir
Mordred saw LaWlCe10t, than he leffte their felyshi p," 287); it is significant that the
privatio n of it usually beto kens misfortune. As Morris says, "fe llowship is life , and lack
of felJowship is death " (Dream 230).
nus bow l, Grennan notes, is "an actual medie val vesse l. It is an illustra tion in a
book Morris undoubtedly read [in fact, it was one of his favourite source-books] , John
Henry Parker' s Some Account ofDomestic Archit ecture in England, Oxfo rd, 1853. There
it is fully describe d and its legend given . See Vol. Il , p. 58" (Grennan I58 n) . It is typical
of the solid ity of Morris's medievalism that a small detail in one of his fictions should
have an actual historical example .
Incidentally, in August of 1887 Morris recei ved from William Bell Scott a copy
of the Kingis Quair that Scott had illustra ted himself and printed priva tely for his friends.
From Morris ' s letter of thanks to Sco tt for the volume, it appears that Scott had sent a
numbe r of his etchings for the poem on to Morri s some time before (Letters 2 : 685) . This
particular dream-vision may have been before Morris in a very visual form during the
wri ting of A Dream ofJohn Ball
The Life and Death of Jason and the classical tales of The Earthly Paradi se are
not the only evidence su pporting Bennett' s claim . Edward Burne-Jones ' s woodc ut for
Troy/us and Criseyde on page 482 of the Kelmscon Chauce r portray s Troy lus mounted
(as no soldier would have been in Homer's day), ridin g past Criseyde wi th his shield full
of arrows . The scene is truer to the spirit of Beuoit de SL Maure, Boccaccio, o r Chaucer
than it is to Homer. the only Grecian touches are Troy lus' s greaves and the plwned
helmet that bangs down his back.
The prioress in The Caruerbury Tafu, for exam ple, bears "Of smal coral aboute
hire arme . .. 1A peire ofbedes , gauded aI with grene" Oines 158-9).
Morris docs , ofcourse. have some idea in mind of what he believes soc iety would
ideally have been like had uprisings such as those in England in 1381 been success ful.
He saw, for example, in the ascension of the guilds and the free cities of Flanders the
model for a new co-op erative society based on artisan ship .
Engels ' s mention cf the "chi liastic dream-vision" refers , not to the fourteen th-
century dream -vision, but rather to the earlier traditio n cf the apocalyptic vis ion, of which
the book of Revelations and Paul' s second address to the Corinthians contai n examples
(Spearing 12-13) ; the Old English Dream ofthe Rood also fal ls into this category.
However, the two genres are not so easi ly separated : Pearl contains elements ofthe
chiliastic vision, and the apocalyptic frescoes in the churc h in A Dream 01John Ball are
Morris's nod to the earlier trad ition.
The rise o f capitalism is here analogous to and indeed simul taneous with the
break in Morri s 's golden chain, a neat convergence ofan and history entire ly in tune with
Morris 's theories .
Chapter Four
A Hopeful Dream of the Future
Where A Dream ofJohn Ball sends the narrator back to the fourteenth century to
hold out hope for a leader o f the Peasan ts ' Rebellion and to experience fellowship first-
hand for himself, News From Nowhere sends the dreamer, William Guest, to the twe nty-
second century to experience an epoc h of rest after the establis hment ofCcmmunism and
the disappe arance of the state. The soc iety he finds there is the manifestation of Morris' s
own hopes for art and society. The communism described in News From Nowhere
reflects Morri s ' s ideals ofl abour and an "art of the people" - the golden chain of the
organic trad ition has indeed been taken up again - but, as was apparent in Morris's ear lier
works, the true attainm ent of an earthl y paradise is never possible , no matter how idyllic
the gardens of medieval Kent and future Nowhere may at first appear .
It has generally been accepted that Morris wro te News From Nowh ere in response
to Edward Bellam y' s Looking Backwa rd lOOO~1887, a utopian novel ora future
centralized and highly techno logical society that helped to draw attention to the cause of
socialism on both sides of the Atlan tic. The passage at the end of A Dream ofJohn Ball
in which John Ball conjectures "some dream of the days to come beyond thine," on the
other hand, seems to hint that Morris had had a utopian literary project in mind for some
time (Silver 143). Michael Holzman has also claimed that News From Nowhere was
written as "a majo r (and last) stateme nt concerning me Anarchist faction that had taken
over control of his League" ("Anarc hism and Utopia" 593). Holzman finds ample
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suppo rt for his claim in the pag es of Commorrw~al over this period, but it does appear
60 m Morris ' s review of Looking Backwardtbat News From Nowhere was a direct
response to Bellam y's work. Moreover . as wi ll become evid ent. Morris makes several
statements in News From Nowhere which are more anarc hist than Marxist in their
objection to state centralizati on and in the ir accep tance ofvaricty of opinion, so that his
work can also be read as a state ment of communist-anarc hism .-
Morris ' s review of Loo lcing Backward , pub lished in Commonweal on 22 June
1889, anticipate s in man y way s News From Nowhe re, itself published in Commonwea l
from l11anuary to 4 October 1890. Morris ' s objections 10Looki ng Backward are
manifold . For instan ce, Bell am y's book repre sen ts to him " Slate Communism. wo rked
by the very extreme of national centralisation" (504) and is essentially urban-centred
(505): in a lerter tc 1. Bruce Glasie rdated 13 May 1889, Morris remarks that "1 wouldn' t
care to live in such a coc kney paradise as he im agines" (Letters 3: 59). Also anticipa t ing
his own utopian work.he not es that Looking Backwa rd is "'unhistoric and unarti stic "
(502). News From Nowher~ places the epoc h of res t in an historical cont ext, descri bing
the chang e beyond the change and hintin g at a chan ge beyon d that : unlike Bellamy,
Morris is care ful to give No where a past, a present, and a future . Morris also responds
strong ly to the "unartistic" nature of Bellamy' s work, charac teristically tying joy in art to
joy in labo ur in his own utopia. In Leaking Backward, for example, Dr. Leete exp lains [0
the narrator that in this utop ian soc iety
there is reco gn ized no sort of differ ence betwe en the dignity of the
different sorts of wor k required by the nation. Th e individual is never
regarded, nor regards himself, as the servant of those he serves, nor is he
in any way dependent upon them. It is alwa ys the nation which he is
servin g. (157)
Although Morri s would agree with the recognition of the "dignity a fth e different sorts of
work" here, work is regarded in Looking Backward more as a necessary evil than a joy ,
and is doled out by an all-powerful "nation" to which the work er is, in fact, subservie nt.
Happines s consists in not having to work more than abso luteLynecessary , and in having
the material accoutrements of a comfortabl e middle-class existence. Marie-Louise
Semen might well be sununing up Looking Backward when she points out that
"nineteenth century utopians .. . fell little short of calculatin g individual happiness in
terms of pieces of furniture, articles o f clothing or the number of courses at each meal,"
and cites News From Nowhere as near ly the sa le exceptio n (2 10). To this state of affai rs
Morris opposed a society in which, as the elder Hammond puts it,
all work is now pleasurab le; either because of the hope of gain in honour
and wealth with which the work is done . . j or else because it has grown
into a pleasurable ha bit .. ; and lastly (and most ofour work is ofth.is
kind) because there is consci ous sensuous pleasure in the work itsel f; it is
done, that is, by artists . (New s 92)
Morri s also includes with his cri ticisms of Looking Backward some insights into
h.is attitude toward the utopian genre. His statement, for example, that "the only safe way
of reading a Utop ia is to consider it as the expression of the temperament of its author "
(Artist, Writer. Socialist 2: 502) hints at the autobio graphical reading of Morris 's dream-
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vision that has so del ighted scholars such as Roger Lewis (57) and Caro le Silv er (141-2).
More importantly. he notes that one of the dangers of the utopian work is that reade rs
"will accept it with all its necessary errors and fal lacies (w hich such a work must abound
in) " (502) as a "Soc ialist bible of reconstruction" (507). Morri s' s recogni tion of the
"erro rs and fallacies" inherent in one writer's interpretation of the ideal society pre figure s
the non-authorita tive stance of his own utopian dream-vision . lfthe goal of the Socialist
League was the ed ucation of genuin e convinced socialists, then those socialists wo uld be
convi nced, not by being browbeaten, but by engagin g with the ideas that Morri s and
others portrayed in such works as News Fr om Nowhere. The reade rs' respon se s did not
necessari ly have to be approbation: like the anarchi sts, Morri s recognizes that unanimity
is not only difficult to obtain , but may even be unn ecessary . " [Vjariety of life," he says.
" is as much an aim oftrue Communis m as equality of condition" (507) . News From
Nowhere would, like the medieval dream-vi sion, recogniz e its own fallibility and poin t
the read er toward one writer's ideal rather than make an unshakeabl e pronouncement .
If the vision in News From Nowhere is to the ninet een th-century narrator William
Guest what A Dream ofJohn Ball was to the fourteen th-century priest John Ball, the
reader is left wondering whether the vision described in News From Nowhere is a " help
or a hindrance" to its drea mer . As in A Drea m of John Ball, the answer remain s
enigmatic. The dreamer 's isolati on from his dream is frustrating but is ultimately
recognized as appropriate, since the earthl y paradi se is an ideal to be striven toward, not
given gratis . News From Nowhere is simi lar in thi s respect to the fourteenth-c entury
Pearl , with its narrat or' s failed attempt to attain Paradise and subsequent recogni tio n tha t
he must remain in the corporeal world for the duration ofhis life. Once again, the ideal
earthly parad ise seems to stand outside the text. Desp ite the pastoral wor ld, or dream-
vis ion garden, that is seem ingly evident in News From Nowhere, the new society is far
from perfection. There is plenty ofdissent, for example (the denizens of Now here are
unafraid of stating their opinio ns, even reactionary ones); the passions have not ceased to
cause unhappiness among lovers, even in a world where possess ion has bee n abolished
insofar as such an abo lition is possi ble; and, perhaps most importantly, hi story has not
ended.2 Even the de nizens of this "epoch of rest" are part of a changing world, which is
unde rlined in the text by references to the next generation and to the co ntinuation of
history; Nowhere is an organic society . Thi s visio n ofthe future, like many of the
fourteenth-century visions, points beyond itself to an ideal which only perpetual striving
- venturing beyo nd - can hope to attain to. The process of striving toward the ideal is
constant and organic , while the attainment of the ideal itself is always in dou bt (and,as
wi ll be seen , may not in fact be possible, or even necessary).
The framin g fictio n of News From Nowhere is the dream-vision's fam iliar one of
sleep followed by the journey, the education of the dream er, then waking . The dream-
vis ion conve ntion tha t the narra tor be wrestl ing with a certain prob lem is clearl y alluded
to in the prolegomenon of News From Nowhere. Here the narrator beg ins , not by
struggli ng within Illmself(" Fuifilled of thought and besy hevynesse," Parliament of
Fowls, line 89), but in "vigorous" debate with a grou p of fellow socialists. The debate
hinges upon "th e future of the fully-devel oped new society" which is in tum to be the
subject of the immine nt dream-visi on, just as the narrato r of Pearl pines for his pearl
before dreaming of her. The social ist discussion itse lf prefigures the decision-making
processes of'Nowbere, where in dissent is not only poss ible. but probab le, ancIthe
emphasis is not: on coercion (the work.-gangs of Bellamy) but on persuasion. Morri s
recognizes, in a fashion more anarchist than Marxist, the difficul ty o f unanim ity amon g
any group of peopl e: "'there were six persons present, and consequently six sectio ns of the
party were represented."
Only after the discussion does the direct ion of the stru ggle shift in Chaucerian
fashion inward , as the narrator rides home on the undergro und where
he, like others , stewe d discontente dly, while in self- reproachful mood he
turned over the man y excellent and conclus ive argu ments which, though
they lay at his fingers ' ends, he had hadforgotten in the just past
discus sion. But this frame of mind he was so used to, that it didn ' t last
him long, and after a brief discomfort. caused by dis gust with himself for
havin g lost his temper (which be was also well used to), be found himsel f
mus ing on the subject -maner of discuss ion, bu t sti ll disco ntentedly and
unhap pily. " lfI coul d but see a day of it," he said to himsel f; " ifl coul d
but see it!" (News 3-4)
This may be taken as a fairly autobiographical passage, given Morri s ' s own distast e for
much of modem machinery (the underground railway is characterized as "that vapour-
bath of hurried and disco ntented humani ty") and his wry admission that losing his temper
was a thin g he "was also well used to." Such adm issions of perso nal foibles also serve to
underlin e the bas ic humanity of the narra tor ofNews From Nowhere: he is, the speaker
seems to be saying, as humble a narrator as Chaucer ever represented in his poetry , and as
given to blunders of speec h as any "Geffrey ." Moreover, he is dissatisfied with the
nineteenth-century society in whic h he lives, as his reluctan t acceptance of the "habit" of
the undergro und railway sh ows. His later juxtaposition ofrural and urban landscapes
("he cou ld scarce bring to hi s mind the shabby London suburb [Hammersmith] where he
was, and he felt as ifhe were in a pleasant country place," 4) sheds more light upon the
sources of his disconte nt, w hich is an aesthetic and practical rejection of "civilisation,'.J
with roots in the Romantic worship of nature.
The narrator and his reactions to his "surprising adventures" (5) play an imponant
role in the events of News From Nowhe re, partly in his delight in the wonders of the
dream-visio n and partly in the new society's sympath y with his own ideals, but still more
in the continual contrast of his nineteenth-century society with the communist wor ld of
his dream . In this he paral le ls the narrator of A Dream ofJohn Ball , who oft en seems
also to be embark ed on the enterprise of contrasting two eras of history. In fact, if John
Ball' s hint that the narrator of A Dream ofJohn Ball may eventually experience "some
dream of the days to come beyond thine" really does refer to the as yet unwritten News
From Nowhere, then the narrators of Morris' s two socialist dream-visions are , in fact, the
same person . Certainl y, both are active Socialists , both live in Hammersmith, and both
have a deep appreciation orarchitecture and anisanship. There is somethi ng of the same
continuity amon g the narrat ors of Chauce r's dream-visions: Spearing, for exampl e,
describes Chaucer's works as a "series of related dream-poems" (48) .4 In the woodcu ts
of the Kelmscott Chaucer, M orris and Burne-Jones seized upon this apparent continuity ,
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portraying Chaucer as a ubiquitous hooded figure taking note of and even taking part in
the events he narrate s.
William Gues t' s isolation from the world portrayed in his dream is still more
pronounced than the narrator of A Dream of John Ball' s isolation from fourt een th-century
Ken t In A Dream of John Ball, Morris envis ions him self(or the dream er) from the
outset clothed in the garments of the age, and his narrat or has obviously learned enough
in abstract terms from the historie s, poetry , and crafts of the time to integrate himself to a
certain exten t in the soc iety. Even though he feels on occasion "as if I did not belong to
them " (257), the sigh ts and sounds of medieval Kent are "beautiful indeed , yet not
strange, but rath er long familiar to me" (259 ), whether from the narrator ' s reading , from
his work , or (as the text hints) becaus e the natural world (and even the hierarchy of
society and the fe llowship of idealists) has not chang ed overmuch in some places, even
after five hundred years.
In Nowhere , however, the guest is co ntin ual ly consci ous of his "s hab by" clothes
and of hi s outsider status - he might as well be, as he says, "a being from another planet "
(54). When Dick and Clara return to Hammond and Guest, for example, Dick commen ts
that
I was half suspecting .. _that you would presently be vanis hing away from
us , and began to picture my kinsman sitting in the hall staring at nothing
and findin g that he had been talking a while past to nobody .
Guest' s response underscores the isolation he feels and upon which Dick has so
unfeelin gly remarked:
I felt rather uncom fortabl e at this speech, for suddenly the picture of the
sordid squabble , the dirty and miserable tragedy of the life I had left for a
while, came before my eyes . (135)
This phantas m prefigures Guest 's final vanishi ng at the end of the vis ion, as do old
Hammond's next words : ''pe rhaps our guest may some day go back to the people he has
come from , and may take a message from us which may bear fruit for them and
conseq uently for us," that "message" being hope. Guest's react ion to Dick 's words - his
unhapp y vis ion-within -a-vision of"th e life he had left for a while " - makes clear his role
over and above tha t of the dreamer-narrato r. He serves to remind the othe rs of life before
the chang e: Dick says that "alrea dy [ feel as if I could understand Dickens the bette r for
having talked with him" (135 ). William Guest is the unwi lling foil for a happy and
creative epoch and, like the narrato r of Pearl , a temporary guest in paradis e.
The happiness of the epoc h ofrest is most evident in the person of the younger
Hamm ond , Richard . The age seems made for Dick, who is not parti cu larly bookish , has
few great talents (alth ough, like hi s fellows, he dabbles in many areas of artisans hip), and
for whom the greatest of summer pleasures consists in boating up the Thames to bring in
the hay. Throughout the journey he remains sublimely unaware of any of the tensions
cause d by, for example, the anac hron istic blunders of their time-travelling guest or the
jealo usy Clara feels at the arrival of Ellen. It is Dick who, more than any of the other
charac ters of News From Nowhere, embod ies the age' s freedom from care , that pervasive
"un anx icus ness" upon which.Guest remarks so soon afte r his arrival (18). Ellen is given
to occas ional doubts and worries for the future of the society, old Hammond is content
among his books , Boffin is a dabb ler in reaction, and even Clara wishes at one point that
"we were intere sting enough to be written or painted abc iar." It is signific ant that the fate
of Clara 's commen t is oblivion; " Dick answered her with some lover' s speech,
impossible to be written down, and then we sat quiet a little" (103). This exchan ge is a
hint (and there are others -see page 207, for-examp le) thw Dick is impatient ofanything
which intrudes upon IDS idyll. His tacit reprcval s of Claraa here and of the "grum bler" on
page ISOmay be symptomatic ofthe power of peer pressuare in a supposedly free soc iety
- what George Woodcock describes as "the serpen t of public opinion WIDchOrwell
detected as one ofthe inhabitants of the anarchist paradi se" (206).
Despite his subtle squelching ofdissent, Dick does embody the unanx ious ness
and the generosity of the age. He represents communi sm .ir uemalized - the "seco nd
childhood " which old Hammond defends in his conversa tion with Guest - and as su ch he
provides the dreamer with an ideal guide through the new soc iety. The dreamer's sojourn
in Nowher e begins and ends with a bath in the Thames, at both of whlch Dick is present.
Dick is the first of the inhabitants of Nowhere to meet the guest, and the last to see him
before he disappears unnoticed from their lives. From stu! to finish, he does his best to
enjoy Guest' s company, and to entertain him (e.g. 103), burt he consistently fai ls to
understand him as Ellen or Hamm ond do, each in their own manner. Dick' s role is partly
that of the guide in the dream-vision trad ition; to lead Gue st to Hammond and Ellen,
acclimatizing him along the way. More than that, howev eer, he represents the unanxi ous
essence of Nowher e.
..
If in the schem a of lhis dream -vision Dick is the guide. o ld Hammond and Ellen
are the authoritati ve figures of News From Naw hert!, and each plays a different role in the
dreamer's education , Hammo nd.. the historian, aids Guest in learnin g the practical details
of the new society, and places it in a histo rical perspective for him . Ellen, the forward -
think er and lover of nature and beauty, also serves to place the society in a historical
perspective , embodyin g its hopes and fears for the future.
Thegrea ter part of the soci alist dialogues in this work tak e p lace betwee n Guest
and the gan:ulous and knowledgeable elder Hammond. These dial ogue s take more or less
the same form as those in A Dream of John Ball , earnest disquisitions into the customs
and history of the communist society (epitomized in the titles ofChapters 14 and 18,
" How Matters Arc M an aged" and "Ho w The Change C am e"). Th e customs of the
soc ialist society are, of course , reflective of Morris' s own attitudes toward work and art .
Nowhere's citizens. being freeto work as they please. natural ly tum out items of
remarkable beauty, " like the best kind ofJapanese work, only better" (3 7) . The
supcrl.atives that were unanimous ly heaped upon items found in the medieval romance
and dream-visi on now find their way into Morris ' s forecast ofthe superb craftsmanshi p
whic h will arise among an "an of the peopl e." Morris exp lains away the problem which
has historically caused the most diffi culties for socialists - that of the incentive to labour
in a comm unist soc iety - by repre sentin g in Hammond' s speec h and elsewhere in News
From Nowhere the pride that the freeartisans of this society take in their work and by
their nearly-unconsc ious awareness that everything they do contributes to the comm on
weal . Once again, this utopia appears to be the expression of its author' s temperament :
Morris simply assumed that everyone would enjo y and feel pride in creative work as
much as he did.
Enlightening and straigh tforward as Hammond ' s words are on the sub ject of
" Ho w Man ers Are Managed." it is the:practical illustrations ofjoy in art and labour-
fellowship amo ng builders and haymak ers - tha t are convincing throughout News From
Nowhere, rather than the dry socialist dialo gues on the:subjec t whi ch co mprise the:
intc:rview with the:hist orian .s The most important infonnation old Hammond has to
offer, and the infonnation that cannot be proffered by anyone c:lse (or by any event) in the
text , is the historical context of the "epoch of rest." Hammond can place the age in
co ntext with regard to its past, but it is left to Ellen to embody the " future of the fully-
devc:lopc:dsoc iety" (3) whi ch was the catalyst for the vision. Guest hears from
Hammond the story of the "C hange Beyond the Cbange" that bad been held out as caus e
for hope in the last chapter of A Dream ofJo hn Ball, but only upo n the appearance of
Ellen does it become cl ear to the reader tha t the curren t soc iety is by no means a perfect
or final one, and that the advent of the revo luti on does not signify the end of histo ry. As
Sil ver recognizes, " since lac k of chang e im plies death, Morris indi cates that Nowhere
wi ll inevi tably alter as it grows" (Romance 150).
At tim es histo ry does appc:ar to ha ve ended, and the denizens of Nowhecc: to be
livin g in an Eden - a garde n in which, s ince all bodily want! and needs arc: tak en care:of,
happiness is presupposed . Hamm ond says of Dick and Clara that "the last harvest, the
last baby, the last kno t of carving in the mark et-place, is history enough for them" (54).
Th e past, for those who are unpress ed by want and consequently unanxious, is of as litt le
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moment as the future . Guest ' s objectio n. under his breath. is tha t such an atti tude verges
on complacency; it is unthinking , a "sec ond childhood " ( 102) in lbe de rogatory
nineteenth-century phrase . The argument is a valid one ; what sort of intellectual or
philosophical growth is possible where there is DO "ven turing beyoe d?" This is Bloch 's
objection to utop ia as well: "No fresh questions. no diffe rent coun tries appear in the
marginany more, the island, although a future one itself. is largely insulated against the
future " (The Princip le a/Hope 2: 478).' Hammond' s ans wer is that
"for my part. I hope it may last long; and that the world' s next period of
wise and unhappy manhood, if that shou ld happen . will speedily lead us to
a third chi ldhood : if indeed this age be not our third . Meantime, my
friend. you mus t know that we are too ha ppy, both indivi dual ly and
co llectivel y, to trouble ourse lves about wha t is to co me:hereafter." (102)
Tbe vision of history here is cyclic. and has its roots in mythograp hers such as Hes iod.7
Importantly, it does not deny the possi bility of chan ge, altho ugh Hanun ond seems to
imply tha t any drama tic change will probably be for the WO~. The next "'unhappy
manhood" of the world denotes, of course, a stale of competition having resupplanred
mutual aid, but it may also refer to the unhappi ness of philoso phers who cann ot be
content wi th the stale of things as they are . It is essenti ally a de fense of the sublimely
unanxious Dick and all that he stands for.
What is a golden age for Hammo nd, however, is an age of silver or even of
bronze for Ellen' s grandfather, the " Praiser of Past Times" of C hapter 22. The inclusion
of such a disp utatious character in a utopian work indicates the advanced nature of
Morris's thinking. The freedom to dissent here seems to be as inlrinsie a part oftbe
communist society as freedom from wan t and freedom of artistic expression. Beyo nd
sim ply including a wo uld-be reactio nary in his utopia Morri s bas gone to some lengths to
imagine the nature of his objections to the society in whic h he lives. The " grum bler," as
Dick cal ls him, says tha t he has
read not a few books of the past days , and certainly they are much more
alive than those which are written now ; and good sound unl imited
com petitio n was the co ndition under whic h they were written .... I cannot
help thinking thai our moralists and historians exaggera te bugely the
unhap piness of the past days, in which such splend id works o f imagination
and intellect were produced. (149-50)
It is significan t tha t his word s cause Dick more consternation than they cause anyon e else
- "Clara listened to him with restl ess eyes, as if she were excited and p leased; Dick
knitte d his brow, and loo ked still more uncomfortable, bu t said nothi ng" (150) - and
signifi cant moreover tha t Dick is too polite (or 100 busy bein g unanxious) to ente r into a
dispute wi th him .
The task of answering the grumbler falls to thi s dream-visio n' s other authoritative
figure, Ellen. Her answer is partly couched in an appreciation of nature which is a
survival of Roman tic ism (pointing outside to the garden , she exclaims " loo k! these are
our boo ks in these days ) . and more fully in Morri s' s own prac tical and materi al view of
the wo rld. " when wi ll you under stand, " she asks, "that afte r all it is the world we live in
which interests us ; the world of whic h we are a part, and which we can never love too
much?" Creativity is measured by its having arisen out o f arti stic freedom. for "in the
bea utiful bui ldings that we rai se up all over the country . .• a man can put forth wha tever
is in him, and make his bands set forth his mind and his soul" (150). Morris saw the
org anic traditi on of an as a democra tic one which was only ca pable of complete
fulfil lmen t in an egalitarian and comm unist society .
Ellen understands the past in general terms as well as Hamm ond does, and
understands the future a good deal better, where Hanunond is o ld and inactive, con tent
with the soc iety as it stands in its "seco nd chi ldhood," Ellen is young, curious.,and active.
Tom Middle bro ' reads Ellen as va forecast of the next age, which will be:more vigorous,
more intell ectual , and more willin g to absorb the best from the past" (9). Middlebro '
offers little textual support for this assessmen t of Ellen' s charac ter, but her statement
about teaching her children (" I cann ot help thinkin g that jus t as they might be:like me in
body. so [ might impress upon them some pan of my ways of thinking." 194) seems to
suppo rt the notion that sbe will have an effect on following generations. With her
"im patience of unreasonab le restraint" (213), it is also obvious that Ellen is an activist
and a free think er, and does not assume the epoch of rest' s endurance as readily as Dick
and Clara do .
Ellen ' s attitude toward the past, however, is not so suaightforward as Middlebro '
suggests . Certainl y she is willing to recognize some virtue in past tim es ; she admires
Kelmscon Manor, for example, describing it as " lovely sti ll am idst all the beauty which
these latter days have crea ted" (20 1). She learns much from Guest, as well (another cas e
of the authoritative figure' s being a learner as well as a teacher in Morris ' s dream-
visions ). However , her interest in the past seems to concentrate on avoidin g its mistak es,
in acco rdance with San tayana ' s dictum . Ellen says that
I sho uld be qui te content to dream about past times , and if I could not
ideali se them. yet at least idealise some of the people who lived in them.
But I think sometim es peo ple are too care less of the history of the past-
too ap t to leave it in the hands of old learned men like Hammond . Who
knows ? happy as we are , times may alte r; we may be bitten with some
imp ulse towards change, and many things may seem too wo nderful for us
to resist, too exciting not to catch at. if we do not know that they are but
phases of what has been before; and withal ruinous , deceitful, and sordid.
(194)
Ellen' s words are an an tidote to the complacency inherent in Dick' s happin ess and in old
Hamm ond 's attitude toward "w hat is 10 come hereafter ." In a world which is beautiful
and comfortable , it is too easy to assume that any change will be for the bett er. Behind
Ellen ' s words lie the sam e trend toward constant rethinking that is inherent in Bloch 's
"ve nturing beyo nd" and in the anarchist rejection of any static State (incl uding the
Marxist " great People' s State" tha t Bakunin recognized and excoria ted in " Marx, The
Bismarc k of Soci ali sm. .. 84). Tha t is, her attitude toward the past is esse ntiall y tied [0 her
attitude toward the future : only the bestshoul d be kept, the worst avoided .
Morris him sel f felt a simi lar ambigui ty toward the past, especi ally afte r he
embraced soc ialism ; he was under no illusions, for example, regarding the socia l real ities
underlyin g the art of the Middle Ages he knew and loved so well. In 1883 he wrote to
Andreas Scheu that be found Norse literature 10 be "a good correcuve 10the maundering
side of medievalism" (Lette rs 2: 229), by which he meant the languorous worl d of
chi valry and romance that had earl ier infl uenced him and whi-ch prevailed in Pre-
Raphae lite art . To the aristocratic comp lacency of the Roman ce of/he Rose and of
Malory he characteristicall y opposed the vigorous de moc ratic society of the Icelandic
sagas and the Alping.1
The solidity and practicali ty of Morris 's thinkin g on the subject. of how the
chan ge is to come about and wha t effect the new soc iety will Ihave on people'S everyday
lives is refreshing, and is typical cf bis realistic attitud e towar-d work and to ward
historical change. Once again, his reputation as an escapist " dreamer of dreams" is
belied . May Morris scathin gly describes certain readers ' reac-tions to Ntws From
Nowhue:
The only real com plaint against News From Ne:Jwhere was that ins tead of a
Celestial City in a new heaven on a new earth iit gave us London and the
Th ames from Hamm ers mith to Kelmsco tt, wi tJh dusttnen and harv esters
and watermen and housemai ds at their commo -n rounds and dai ly tas ks as
usual. Even a murderer was introduced as stil l possi ble. The
disap pointment caused by this was the meas ure ofthc inabi lity o f most
peop le to conc eive that life could be happy if irt were real . (Artis t, Write r,
Socialist 1: 505)
What o f the earthl y parad ise, then, the .....ision of summer" by- whi ch Jeffrey Spear (230)
characterizes Morris's soc iali st dream-works? News From N~where seems to offe r the
reader the dream-vlsicn garden not only at ODC point in the dream , but thro ughou t. "To
me," says Guest, "'you seem to be livin g in heaven compared w;th us ofthe co untry from
which I came " (152). Just as the med ieval dream -vision juxtapose d the fleshl y and the
transcendent, the dream-vis ion gard en of No where is continually co ntrast ed with the
familiar bricks and smo ke of the nineteen th cen tury . What was
a coun tty of huge and foul worksho ps and fouler gamb ling-dens ,
swrotmded by an ill-kept, poverty -stric ken farm, pillaged by the masters
o f the workshops ... is now a garden. where nothing is wasted and nothing
is spoilt. (72)
The reference to waste and spoi l underscore s Morris 's convictio n that the na tural world
does not exist to be loo ked upon or exp loited, but to be appreciated : maintained.
cultivated, and carefully husbanded . A garden Nowhere may be, and a golden age (at
least to some) , but in Morris ' s ever-practical outlook that garden still requires tending .
The ackno wledgement of work is eve r in the background of even his mos t Arcad ian
The earthl y paradise of Nowhere is by no mean s perfect, and this pragmatism is
part of the work ' s appeal. While it is true tha t it does not rain for the durati on of Ouest's
sojourn in Nowhere, it would be wrong 10 imply that Morris has manipulated the weather
to lend further appealto his arcadia. At Kelmscon Manor, for example, the hot weathe r
becomes "sultry and oppressive" (20 8), fores hadowi ng the vision' s immin en t end .
Earlier, the grumbler points out that "w hen the waters are out and all Runnymede is
flooded , it ' s none too pleasan t." Ofcourse, Dick immediately turns that com plain t to
appro bation - " Wha t a jolly sail one woul d get abo ut here o n the floods on a brigh t frost y
Jan uary mornin g" (14 8) - but the point bas been made that No where does not altogether
lack for inclement weather. Caro le Silver's stat ement that "Ibe earth itse lf has been
impro ved as man bas been perfected .. (Romance 148) is true OD. what we would today call
the "eco logical" level (the re are salmon in the Thames and no smo ke rises from the
factori es) , but its tru th lies in human ity's changed attitude toward nature , typ ified more
by Dick ' s exultant reaction to the idea of high water than by any real or perce ived
improveme nt in the wea the r itself. That attitude is also indicativ e of Morri s ' s
pra cticality. As Paul Meier puts it, "The gloriou s June wea the r of News From Nowhere
by no means excl ud es the fro sts of winter, no r is it the cl ima te ofa humanity wallowin g
in ind olence : it is a month for haymakers and bui lders" (2: 567).
AJthough in many wa ys ideal , the society of No where is no more Ede nic than its
wea ther is; as Ma y Mo rris avers , News From Nowhere shows real life as well as happ y
life . It is, once again, the fus ion of the real and the ideal em bodied in the notion of the
"earthl y paradise, " whi ch in tum is minored in the dream- vision's admixture of the
fleshl y and the transcenden t Morris imagines a dynami c future soc iety in which history
has not ended, in whi ch there are still disagreements and disse nt, and, although prope rty
no lon ger causes conte ntion among peo ple , the "pas sions " sti ll exist and cost lives. The
exist ence even o f ill- heal th in Nowhere ( 174) also attests to Morri s 's des ire to make his
future society as real -seeming as possible. Th e ideal happiness of the citizens of
No where consi sts in their love of creative work and their con sequ ent creation of a
ss
popular art in its truest sense. in the extin ction of want, and above all in their freedo m to
act as they choose.
It is bard to imagine: the society of Bellam y' s Looki ng Backward allowing such
grumbl ers as Ellen ' s grandfather. or toleratin g suc h writers of"'reactiornuy novels" as
Boffin , About Bellam y' s utopia there hovers a determ ined air ofde nial that anyone
coul d possibl y find anything wro ng wi th the society described therein; as Bemeri puts it,
"th e Utopian State is esse ntial ly static and does not allow its citizens to fight or even to
dream of a heifer utopia" (7, my emphasis). For Morris. however, the idea of dissent is
essential, both for purpo ses of freedom and for purpo ses of happiness. IfBcffln were to
bebarred from writing - by the unanimous censure of the mote, for example, or by the
simple matte r of peer pressure (the serpent of public opinion) - then he would be not only
unfree. but unhappy. More over. iftbe society is trul y wlh ealth y in so me way, criticism
of it is bound to lead 10 its bette rme nt; if the society is healthy, critic ism of it cannot harm
as long as the society is confident, as EDen's hopes and fears for the future indicate.'
Nowhere appears to be a particularly healthy society, and therefore has no need for
censo rship .
In a wo rld where pro perty DO longer exists, Mo rris claims , "c rime " as 'He know it
in a capitalist society hasalso ceased to exist. Hamm ond devotes some time 10
explainin g the mann er in whic h vio lence and crimes of pass ion are deal t with in
Nowhere: " in a soc iety where there is no punishment to evade, no law to triwnp h ove r,
remorse wi ll certai nly follow trans gressio n" (83). Morris ' s inclusion ofan objec t lesson
on this score - Wal ler ' s story of the accidental slaying of the j ealous rival (166 ) - has
beenthe subject o f muc h comment.. Certainly this particular transgression is not likely to
raise knotty questions ofculpability: as Dick says , - it was the right man that was killed
and DOl the wron g" (166) , and the slayer shows great remorse . But the mere fact that
Morris inc luded m urder as well as dissent and illness in his ideal socie ty shows. as May
Morri s points out. his desire to portray real life in his utopian work.
Walt er 's story is, in fact. DOtthe only crime of passion in N__s From Nowhere,
for Dick briefl y al ludes to another such "mi shap" early on in the story , commenting that
" love is not a very reasonable thing, and perv ersi ty and self-will are co mmo ner than som e
of our moralists think" (35), a statement that in tum underlines the multipl icity of
opinions on every topi c which seem to proliferat e in Nowhere. It is true that . as Silver
comments, "th e people of Now here cann ot alwa ys deal with eros" ( 15 I ); it is also tru e,
however , tha t they ac know ledge the existenc e of the irrat ional and even of
unreaso nable ness in a much fuller and healthier manne r than do Morris 's Victorians or
even Bellamy's state-subsumed Americans of the year 2000.
The "variety of life" under communism which Morris called for in his review of
lQolring Backward is present in News From Nowhere. Although, as Holzman remarks,
"there are moments when it appears that in this story there are only projections of
William Morris to serv e as characte rs" C"Anarc hism and Utopia" 593), it is only natural
that, as in A Dream ojJohnBal/. the author share some traits of personality and
temperament with his authoritative figures . Like the elder Hammond, he is versed in
history; like Ellen . he has no illusions about the past . Morris shares with Ellen a joy in
nature that is both R oman tic and practical, and with Hammond a love of learn ing and of
books. Old Hamm ond even shares more than a few physic al charac teristic s with Morris
("his face ... seemed strangely famili ar to me; as if I had seen it before - in a looking-
glas s it might be," 53). Not the least of thc:secharac teristics is a quick temp er , which
precipitates an outburst for which Hammond apologizes with the words "1alway s fancy
myself as living in any period of whic h we may be speaking" (63) , that trait which
Bennett recognized in Morris. The rapport , even intimacy, which is so quic kly
estab lished betwee n Guest and Ellen , however, seems to hi nt that it is Ellen who most
comp letel y embodi es Morris 's hopes for the future - for the change beyond the chan ge
and the changes beyo nd that. Sev eral times Ellen speaks the narrator 's mind before he
has co mpletely framed his thought, "as if she read me throug h and through" (203). May
Morri s poin ts out that in the last pages of News From Nowhere "The interest centre s
round Elle n in whom you have felt from her first appearanc e that the traveller from the
old unrestful land has met his So ul transfigured in this vision of a fulfill ed and happy
life" (A rtist , Writer, Socialist 1: 505). Ellen represents the introspection and the con cern
for pos terity that the two Hamm onds (especially the younger) lack, as well as the
instincti ve love of nature and beauty ("The earth and the growth of it and the life of it!,"
202) that is tied to Morris 's conception ofa healthy socie ty and an organic art of the
peop le .
Ellen is certainly the central figure in the latter part of News From Nowh ere, but
each o f the other characters also embod ies in some degree the happiness Morris himself
woul d find in the communist soc iety he describes, were he born to it. [f EHen represents
Morri s ' s belief in change and his pure enthusiasm for nature and beauty and Hammond
sr
"represents Morris's social theories and love ofleaming. Dick represents no less Morris ' s
desire to have plenty to do. Carefree and busy, Dick stands for Morri s as he imagined
himself freed from the anxieties of busin ess and the infightin g of the socialist movement
in the 1880s. Even Boffin may represent an aspect of Morris, for in his writing of
"re actionary novels " in which he is "ve ry proud of gettin g the local colour right" (22)
there is a parallel to Morris' s own frequent use of classical and medieval settings and
sources for his poeti c works.
The narrator William Gue st pla ys an integral role in the al legorical schema of
News From Nowh ere witho ut precedent in medieval dream-poetry, for he represents
abov e all the sheer isolation of the nineteenth -century Morri s from the happy and creative
wor ld he envisions - an isolation which Hammond guesses at, but only Ellen truly
recognizes. By way of contrast , dreamers in the traditio n of the fourte enth-century
dream-vision do not usually figure as allego rical figures thems elves (other than as a type
of " Everyman"), but are mere foils for the greater truth at which the vis ion's allegory
aims . In his discussion of The Legend ofGood Women Spearing characterizes the
narrator of the fourtee nth-century dream-vision as "a person of no importan ce in his own
dream , fiercely rebuked by the authoritative person who confronts him" (106). The
med ieval dreame r tend s to act the part of an interviewer "playing dumb " to draw out the
true thoughts ofan interviewee (the authoritative figure). Thi s is espec ially true of the
dialogues in the Book ofthe Duchess, in wh ich the dreamer fails to unde rstand the nature
of the black knight's toss until that dream has nearly ended . In Pearl , too, the narrator ' s
"unavysed" (line 292) sta teme nts give the pearl-maiden her cue to expound upon points
of religious doc trine and upon the nature of the divide between life and death .
Pearl is the medieval dream-vision the most similar in tone to News From
Nowhere . The narrato r's isolation from the events of his dream, always notable in
Chaucer 's dream visions and in A Dream ofJohn Ball, is still more pronounced in Pearl
and News From Nowhere . In Pearl, this isolation is so literal that the jeweler is separa ted
from the pear l-maiden and the promised land beyond her by an uncrossebte stream:
BY30nde j>ebro ke, by slente oper slade ,
I hope pat mote merked wore,
Bot pewater wa t3 depe; 1dorst not wade,
And euer me lo nged a more and more .
("Beyond the brook, by slope or vale, 1 saw the suggestion of a city ; but
the water was de ep, and I durst not wade , and ever I lon ged mor e and
more .") (lines 14 14)
The city hin ted at here is shown more fully to the dreamer in stanza 82; it is the New
Jerusalem of St. John , part and parce l of the "chiliastic dream-visions of early
Christianity" that Engels characterized as a starting point for the levelling sentiment of
the peasants' revolts. The pearl -maiden calls the city the object of sou ls ' stri ving, "pe
borg pat we to pres I Fro pat oure flesch be layd to rote" (vthe city toward whi ch we
press , from the moment our flesh is laid to rot," lines 957-8).
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Pearl is the visio n ora life after dcath and c f the pearl-maiden's having attained
happiness there , thro ugh which tbe narrator is meant to come to terms wi th the dea th of
his loved one. In the end the jeweler docs understand the Chri stian comfort he is meant
to receive from that knowledge. En route to his enli ghtenment, however , he tends to act
the part of the naive narra tor so fami liar to us from the dream -visio n co nvention, to the
po int that the exaspe rated pear l asks, "w hy borde 3e men'? So madde 3e be!" (~hy do
you menjcst so? You are mad !," line 290) Thej eweler ignores her caveat -t o passe pys
water fre - I pal may no joyfolj ueler" (line 300), and his plunge into the stream
preci pitates lhe end o f the visio n.
Tbe narrator 's desire to take part in the harvest feast at the end of News From
Nowhe re may be readas simi lar presum ption. Gues t cannot take pan in this ultimate
celebration of fellowship among the inhabitanls of Nowhere for the simple reaso n that he
is not one of them. He is not ostrac ized by the others, for such an ostra cism would be
entirely out of character for a socie ty in which "if [Dic k] were no! ' kind,' as you call It, to
a perfect stranger he wo uld be thought a strange person" (55). Rather, this dream-vision
narrator recognizes his own isola tion, and has recognized it from the outset. although that
knowledge makes it no less distressing. His exclus ion from the company is acco mpanied
by a "pang . .. as of some disas ter long expected and realized " (209), and the reason for
his exclus ion is part of the d idactic intention of the wo rk. There is no question of the
author' s al lowing the dreamer 10 take part in the feast before he is returned to everyday
life. As Barbara Bon o puts it,
the conclusion of the work shows the dreamer being gently excluded from
this complex unity as his dream dissolves into the harsh reality of modem
Londca, It explains in a more affecting manner than any of Moms' s
formal discursive statem ents the organic nature ofl ife and an as he
envisioned them. and the alienati on from this ideal which be, as well as
every other modem man.suffered. (58)
News From Nowhere, then.,shares with Pearl the vision ofan ideal, followed by
the dreame r's abrupt severance from the dream when seemingly on the brink ofattainin g
unity with th at ideal . In accordance with what Kruger calls the "middle vision," Morri s' s
dream-visio n explores the relation of the present capitalist "real" to the future communist
" ideal" by means of the dreamer ' s isolatio n from his dream. Just as Pearl takes place in a
world between the everyday and the transcenden t (symbolized by the last stanza ' s
reference to the sacram ent). News From Nowhere juxtaposes the real and the socialist
ideal. When Ellen. for example, comm ents on Guest 's " never-ending contrast between
the past and this present" (20 3), she means by "the past" Morris ' s unha ppy Victorian era.
The dreamer, however , already subconsciously feeling the pull bade to the vreal"
nineteenth century, agonizes that " I was saying to myself, the past, the present ? Should
she not have said the contrast of the prese nt with the future : of blind despair with hope?"
(204) .
Where Pearl offers the dreamer comfort in the Christian certainty of an exist ence
after death and in the patient acknow ledgement of one' s own fate, at first there seems to
beno such reass urance for the narra tor of News From Nowhe re. The communist society
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of which be has dreamt may be attained to, but not in his lifetime, and for the soc ialist
who has deni ed the possibility of an afterlife, such news is co ld comfo rt indeed. In sp ite
ofthe dreamer's bleak tone , however , News From Nowhere and Pearl sharea sense of
optimism at their conc lusio ns . True comfort comes in Morris 's work in the form o f the
narrator's thoughts upon wakin g. as is conventional in the medieval dream-vis ion., and
here the narrator imagines Ellen ' s look signifying to him "Go back, and be the happier
for having seen us, for havin g added a little hope to your stru ggle" (2 t I ). Because Ellen
repre sents here Mo ms's hope for a comm unist soci ety in the future and has previously
repr esented the future of rhat soc iety, her words are doub ly poignant for the narra tor.
True to the dream -vis ion convention, the final passage of News From Nowhere
offers the read er some clues to the day-to-da y significance of'th e visio n itse lf. First and
foremost. of course , is the notion that this som ntum both offers hope and repre sents a
state of affairs (0 be hoped and striven/ or, that taken as a whole it is an exhortation to
"Go on livin g whi le you may. stri ving, with wha tsoe ver pain and labour must be , to build
up little by little the new day of fellowshi p, and rest, and happi ness" (21 1) described in
the visi on itself. Secondly, the epilogue reinforces the fact that the epoch of rest has not
yet arrived; simp le as this may seem, it is the und erlying significance of the dreamer 's
iso lation from his visi on, for it imp lies acti ve stru ggle toward chan ge. The narrator
imagi nes Ellen sayin g "yo u cannot be of us ; you be long so ent irely to the unhappiness of
the past that our happiness even would weary you" (2 10). This isolation of the
nine teenth-century prese nt from the hoped-for future in tum emphas izes the necess ity of
real exe rtion to bring the future soc iety about, "with whatsoever pai n and labour needs
must be." It is a mistake to consider William Morris an escapist "dreamer of dreams," for
he never claimed that change would come about easily, and toiled as hard as any of his
socialist comrades in that cause .
Since the landmark attempts by E..P. Thompson and Paul Meier to den y the
imputation of anarchi st tendencies to Morris and to reclaim him for Marxism, sc holars of
Morri s 's work have tended to seek equilibrium between the interpretation of Morri s as a
comm unist -anarc hi st and of Morri s as a Marxi st, although wor ks such as Lyman Towe r
Sarg ent ' s " William Morris and the Anarchist Tradition" ( 1990) still crop up occasionally.
Seve ral recent arti cles also con tinue the enterpri se (begun by James Hulse in
R~{utio"ists in London ) ofthc co mparison and co ntrast o f Morri s ' s soc ial theori es with
those of Peter Kropotkin: see especially Florence Boos,"News From Nowhere and
Garden C ities," and Ruth Kinna, " Morri s, Anti-Statism. and Anarc hy."
Few read ers have remar ked on the presence of dissen t in Nowhere; Alexander
MacDonald is one exception. He wri tes that
News Fro", Nowhere is so pleasan tly arcad ian that some have described it
as bland or even borin g. It isn't. Although on the surface we find order
and rationali ty, beneath the surface are darker, irrati onal, and potentially
destructive forces . Th ese darker elements are sugges ted by the ani mated
disagreements which turn to grumbl ing, by obstina te refusals to joi n the
common work program, and by repo rt o f a viol ent murder. (22)
"Civilisa tion " is here taken in its original sense of "the city" as welt as in its
evocation of the so rdidity of cap itali sm. News From Nowhere returns again and again to
this anti- ur ban theme : " What!" asks Hamm ond on page 62. " Arc we still civilised ?"
So easy is it to conflate Chaucer 's dreamers that Stephe n 1. Russell at one point
even refers to the narrator of The Book ofthe Duchess as "Geffrey" (127), although this is
the name of the narrator of The House ofFame.
It is unfortunate that Morris does not include a practical illustration o f the
decision-making process - the medievally-named "mote" - in bis utopia .
Woodcock puts it more succinctly : "Utopia is conceive d as a perfect society, and
anythin g perfect has automatically ceased growing " (24).
Grennan traces Morri s ' s attitude toward cyclical history, concluding that he came
ultima tely to a cyclical view of progress in which "the seeds ofdeath [are] present at the
height of anycivilizatioo" although they "yet carry with them the possibilities of new life
in a new order" (53). TIlls is exampled in Ruskin' s "Th e Nature of Gothi c :"
Nothing that lives is, or can be, rigidly perfect; part of it is decaying , part
nascent. The foxglove blossom-a third part bud, a third part past , a third
part in full bloom- is a type of the life of this wo rld.
(Stones 2: 188).
Morris's acceptance of the existenc e of imperfection in a popular art is also presaged in
Ruskin' s words .
Chandl er claims that "in many of [Morris 's] stories, the found ing or reinstiruticn
of a parliame nt, or ' mote-stead,' by freemen is the climax of the story " (229) ; but Morri s
the socialist was notorious for bis opposition to par liamentarian means of achi eving the
new society, viewing it as mere "palliation" (e.g. "Where Are We Now ?" Art ist, Writer.
Socialist 516). Moreover, a " mote" is not the same thing as a "par liament," involving as
it does direct participation by aU. The Magna Carta, surely forem ost among the med i eval
symbols ofthe parliamentarian strain of English medievalism. - Chandler 's " Wniggish
celebration of the antiqui ty of British freedom " (2) - goes entire ly urunc:ntioned in
Morris ' s dc:scription of the travelers ' stay at Rwmymc:de (News 147-159).
In "The Society oflhe Future ," Morris writes:
But perhaps you may think that Society being thus happ y and at peac ee, its
very success would lead it to conu ption once more? Yes, that might be: if
men were not watchful and valiant ; but we have begun by saying that rthey
would be free, and free men arc: bound to be watchful and valiant. The
world will be the wo rld still, I do not deny it; but such men as I have been
thinkin g of will swely be fine r to meet its troubl es than the dwell ers in our
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